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Abstract 

Data quality has been traditionally defined in terms of data accuracy, but recent research and 

practices suggest that its definition should be done through several dimensions. On the other hand, 

an Accounting Information System (AIS) is a computer-based system that processes financial data 

and supports the decision making processes inside the organization. There are empirical evidences 

showing that data quality level in AIS has been and is always problematic. 

This paper tries to analyze the main factors influencing in the process of data quality in 

organizations, as it relates to the AIS used inside them. These factors will be examined through a 

state-of-art literature review and then compared with the empirical results of a related survey. 

The last part will be focused on further implications regarding the results shown previously and 

some important concluding remarks. 

 

Keywords: data quality, accounting information systems, decision making 

 

1. Introduction 

A business company today cannot be competitive if its staff is not aware of the kind of 

information coming from different sources, internal or external. Information is classified as 

an intangible product, while until recently competition was primarily based in tangible 

products. 

Recently, organizations perceive more and more the rising importance that qualitative 

information has over success, as mentioned in [1]. Though, proper measures have not been 

taken yet on this purpose, a case of total lack of interest, since in the long run low quality 

information can have negative impact over the companies, the economy and the society as a 

whole, as described in [2]. Several researchers, as in [3] and [4], have reached the conclusion 

that problems with data quality are increasing each day, overriding other problems related to 

the business processes. Evidence has shown that making decisions when supported by low 

quality information has a negative effect in the business continuity, as shown in [5]. 

Data quality is useless unless the companies’ staff does not consider the ways these data are 

used as a valuable source for decision making. The various data pertaining to an organization 

become part of its information system(s). Once inside the system, these data become a crucial 

element and their quality level determines the quality of the ongoing business processes 

inside the organization.  

Information systems are general or specific according to the organization departments. A 

specific subsystem inside the organization is the Accounting Information System (AIS), 

which collects and maintains multiple data that will be used later on by several users inside 

the organization for planning, evaluating and analyzing the business processes and financial 

conditions of the organization itself, as mentioned in [6]. AIS can also be considered as a 

system used to collect, save and process financial and accounting data that will be used by the 

responsible individuals for decision making purposes inside the organization. 

Assuming that one of the main objectives in accounting processes is the high level of data 

quality, in terms of accuracy, we might conclude that AIS might give a considerable hand in 

raising the level of data quality inside the organization. On the other hand, the level of data 

quality has an impact over the AIS itself. 
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This paper will give some important insights regarding the main factors that influence the 

overall level of data quality in AIS, using results from a survey taken recently. 

 

2. Literature Review 

Data quality definition 

As mentioned before, data quality has been traditionally associated with data accuracy, but 

recent research and practices have extended the definition for data quality in several 

dimensions, as in [5]. Yet, there is no single standard definition for data quality that is 

accepted from all researchers in the field. 

Data quality is often explained by the existence of data that are fit for use by data consumers -

individuals that access, interpret and use data during their work activity – as mentioned in [5]. 

Regarding data quality dimensions, some of them, widely identified and accepted, are shown 

below, as mentioned in [7], [8], [9] and [10]: 

 Accuracy – when the registered value is the same as actual value; 

 Timeliness – when the value is registered in time, without delay; 

 Completeness – when all values of a variable are registered; 

 Consistency – when all values are represented in the same way; 

 

Accounting Information Systems 

Before understanding the relation between data quality and AIS in particular, it is necessary 

to understand first what AIS is. AIS may be seen as a subsystem of Management Information 

Systems, as in [11], and its main function is processing financial transactions, and non 

financial ones that influence directly in the processing of the first ones, as in [12].  

 

The relationship between Data Quality and Accounting Information Systems  

When measuring data quality in AIS, several authors included a statistical method for error 

evaluation in internal control system outputs, as mentioned in [13]. Another study aimed to 

design a mathematical model of the accounting internal control system, including reliability 

and cost measures, as in [14]. Other researchers focused on audit data and their impact over 

data quality, as in [15] and [16].  

In accounting and auditing, where internal control systems need maximum reliability with a 

minimal cost, the main dimension related to data quality is accuracy. According to the 

relevant literature, accuracy has mostly been defined in terms of error frequency, size and 

distribution in data, as mentioned in [17]. Elsewhere, other researchers have identified 

relevance and timeliness as important attributes when calculating the value of accounting 

information, as in the case of [18]. 

Despite the increasing awareness of the organizations and their staff towards improving the 

process of data entry and input, there is still the need for the staff to understand situations 

where AIS can impact negatively in the quality of data inside the system itself 

Data quality in AIS has been and will always be problematic, as research shows in [9]. Also,  

the level of data quality in AIS is sometimes strictly related to the presence or lack of error 

classes in accounts, as mentioned in [19]. 

In order to guarantee data quality in AIS, it is important to identify the main factors that 

influence this process. Identifying the factors that allow AIS to have a high level of data 

quality would be very useful for the business environment, but remains still rather unclear at 

this time.  

Several researchers have worked in this context, while an important contribution in 

determining the main factors that influence data quality in AIS was made from H. J. Xu, as in 

[20]. These factors are shown below:  

 Top management commitment; 
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 AIS characteristics; 

 Input control; 

 Employee capabilities; 

 Team working (communication); 

 Middle management commitment; 

Following, the authors will describe the survey done and the most important insights derived 

from the survey. The results will then be compared to the recent literature.  

 

3. Main factors for Data Quality in Accounting Information Systems 

The survey 

Surveys can offer a fast, economic, efficient and highly accurate approach for evaluating 

certain information about a population, as mentioned in [21]. For the purpose of this study, a 

survey was built, in order to provide information related to the ranking order of the most 

important factors that affect data quality in AIS, and also how the organizations are taking in 

consideration the factors included.  

The survey starts with general questions, regarding the respondents’ role related to AIS, the 

type of AIS used in the organization where they are employed and the years of experience 

they have with AIS. In the same section, the respondents are asked to evaluate the overall 

level of data quality in AIS, regarding the system they have worked for, starting from “Very 

low” (equaled to 1) up to “Very high” (equaled to 5). Then they are asked to evaluate in the 

same way the four dimensions of data quality, as mentioned above.  

In the next section, the survey comprises questions regarding all factors that were considered 

from existing literature relevant for determining the level of data quality in AIS. Some of the 

factors are separated in several sub factors, being that the level of relevance between them 

might be different. For each factor, the respondents are required to evaluate the relevance of 

the factor, from “Not relevant” (equaled with 1) up to “Highly relevant” (equaled with 5), and 

then the actual level of its establishment in the organization, from “Not established” (equaled 

with 1) to “Very good” (equaled with 5). This section includes in the end a part determining 

the most relevant factors and the most established among the ones evaluated in the upper 

level of the section.  

The survey sample included individuals, chosen as professionals in the field of Accounting 

and IT - as the closest fields related to AIS - with a certain level of experience regarding these 

systems, as was further shown by the sample results. The accounting professionals chosen are 

part of the official institutions representing them in Albania, while IT professionals are 

generally IT managers in several organizations or other professionals, knowledgeable about 

the issues of data quality in AIS. 

They were mainly reached by e-mail and further asked to fill out the online form of the 

questionnaire. The online form made it possible to have all necessary information from the 

respondents provided in the right way by using several validation methods. Besides, a certain 

number of questionnaires were prepared in a printed form and distributed to a certain part of 

the sample so as to be filled out manually.   

 

Results 

The total sample included 700 individuals and the total number of respondents reached the 

level of 175, which indicates a 25% response rate.   

The majority of survey respondents were divided between the ones employed in the public 

sector (15% of total), those employed in the private sector, foreign ownership (24% of total) 

and the respondents employed in the private sector, domestic ownership (41% of total). 

The years of experience with AIS ranged from 1 year or less up to 34 years dealing with 

several AIS, including manual ones. The average experience was more than 5 years. 
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Respondents have dealt with several types of AIS, where the majority has worked with 

systems built domestically, represented from the products related to Alpha, Financa 5 and 

Bilanc systems. Other systems to be mentioned include SAP, OpenERP, Navision etc., as part 

of the IT solutions known worldwide and recently adopted from the companies operating in 

Albania. On the other hand, if we categorize AIS in computer-based or manual, the vast 

majority of respondents have worked with computer-based AIS, whereas only a few, 2-3, 

have worked with manual systems. 

The respondents’ role in AIS is distributed as in Table 1: 

 
Table 1. Respondents’ role 

Respon

dents' 

role in 

AIS 

Prepare 

or 

retrieve 

AIS data 

Manage 

persons 

who 

prepare 

or 

retrieve 

AIS data 

Project, 

impleme

nt and 

review 

AIS 

Manage 

persons 

who 

project, 

impleme

nt and 

review 

AIS 

Use 

accounti

ng 

informat

ion in 

specific 

tasks 

given 

Audit or 

control 

AIS data 

Manage 

data or 

data 

quality 

in AIS 

Total 

Number 45 20 15 3 54 17 21 175 

 

The respondents had relatively an average to good opinion related to the overall quality of 

AIS they had knowledge about, as shown below: 

 
Table 2. Rating overall data quality and related dimensions 

 Overall quality Accuracy Timeliness Fullness Consistency 

Very low 0 0 0 0 0 

Low 1 2 7 5 4 

Average 89 52 58 76 75 

High 73 100 89 77 76 

Very high 12 21 21 17 20 

These results show the responses for the first section. The next section gave important 

insights regarding the most important factors affecting data quality in AIS. As the results 

show, the most important factors according to the ratings are listed below: 

 
Table 3. Top ten factors, according to average rating 

Rank Factor Average Rating 

1 Control over data quality 4.40 

2 Staff skills 4.29 

3 Control over input 4.26 

4 AIS audit 4.26 

5 Training 4.21 

6 Knowledge over AIS and data quality 4.17 

7 Continuous Improvement 4.16 

8 Clear strategic vision for data quality 4.13 

9 Characteristics of AIS 4.10 

10 Internal controls 4.10 

The ten factors mentioned above were ranked according to their overall average rating, 

considering all values related to each factor and corresponding sub factors. Taking into 

account the top three of them, the results show that, for the sample taken, data quality in AIS 

cannot be achieved without the proper activities related to data quality control, which is the 
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most important factor. Data quality can also be achieved in a better way if the employed staff 

inside the organizations has the proper skills. The third most important factor is related to the 

quality of input data in AIS, perceiving that a proper control over inputs might affect 

positively the overall level of data quality in AIS. 

Following factors include AIS audit, training and the set of knowledge regarding the AIS and 

data quality. AIS audit is perceived to be an important process for raising the standards of 

daily transaction processing and reports. Training, as it usually happens with new methods, 

technologies or software solutions, is much useful and this is also shown in the ranking 

mentioned above. The level of knowledge of the employed staff regarding AIS and the data 

quality process is very important for these topics and is related directly to the way that 

employees respond to the new situation. 

Remaining factors include continuous improvement, a clear vision regarding data quality, 

AIS characteristics and internal controls. The different types of controls seem to be very 

important for a sustainable, or even improving, data quality level. These controls should be 

part of a number of strategic plans inside the organization, showing the real importance of 

data quality. AIS characteristics are also included in the top list, and this helps to sustain the 

fact that not only data quality affects AIS, but also the kind of AIS and its related 

characteristics have a word on the overall data quality. As part of an organization, each of the 

employees should try to improve his skills, accordingly with the system that the organization 

uses. Continuous improvement will bring more qualified employees in the working staff of 

the organizations. 

Summarizing, results show that, according to the sample taken, the overall responses match 

with only three factors derived from recent literature, namely the staff skills, characteristics 

of AIS and controls over inputs. 

The survey made possible another approach towards finding the most important factors by 

asking the respondents to individually rank the top three factors they perceived as most 

important. Considering this approach, the table below shows the overall results: 

 

Table 4. Top ten factors, according to total rankings 

Rank Factor Total rankings* 

1 Training 61 

2 Characteristics of AIS 49 

3 Knowledge over AIS and Data Quality 46 

4 Established Policies and Rules over Data Quality 42 

5 AIS audit 37 

6 Internal Controls 34 

7 Managerial commitment  24 

8 Control over Data Quality 24 

9 Continuous Improvement 21 

10 Staff skills 21 

Note (*): Total rankings for each factor show the total of times the corresponding factor or related 

subfactors were included in the list of the top three most important factors  

 

Considering the results shown in the last two tables, there seems to be a consistency among 

eight of the top factors listed below, though their ranking position is not the same: 

 Training 

 Characteristics of AIS 

 Knowledge over AIS and Data Quality 

 Control over Data Quality 

 Continuous Improvement 
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 Staff skills 

 AIS audit 

 Internal Controls 

The two remaining factors listed in the last table are related to the data quality policies and 

rules established inside the organization and the level of managerial commitment towards 

data quality. These two factors affect furthermore the level of data quality inside the 

organization and are also interrelated between them, as long as policies and rules are depicted 

from the management levels in a typical structured organization. In addition, the level of 

managerial commitment is a factor backed up from recent literature, not shown in the factors 

listed as part of the overall ratings. 

 

Conclusions 

According to the survey respondents’ comments, using computer-based AIS has dramatically 

reduced the typical accountant’s workload. The main problem is then related to the level of 

performance of these systems, measured in terms of accuracy, timeliness and other 

dimensions related to data quality in AIS. 

The study of these relationships was extended furthermore with the inclusion of a list of 

relevant factors and sub factors that would fill the possible gaps in explaining what affects 

most the level of data quality in AIS. 

Identification of the most important factors on this topic from the study shown above and 

their contribution in accomplishing the organization’s mission will create a proper basis for 

further analysis.  

When organizations learn what’s important to know about the AIS they are using, they will 

certainly be able to understand if it is the proper system for them. After analyzing the factors 

affecting data quality in AIS, organizations will be able to compare several AIS and choose 

the one who fits them best. 

Thus, this study was prepared so as to bring important insights to several stakeholders from 

the business environment, whose main concern is related to maximizing profits and raising 

market shares. 

In Albania, choosing AIS has mostly been a question of following market trends, avoiding a 

proper cost-benefit analysis. Recently, as the study has also shown, organizations, especially 

medium enterprises or other foreign-owned companies, are embracing the global trends 

towards implementing specialized systems, tailored for their specific business processes. 

These systems have also improved the level of data quality inside the organization, as data 

quality and AIS affect mutually each other. 

Further implications related to the topic of this study would be the level of actual 

achievement of each factor or sub factor that is considered as important in determining the 

data quality in AIS. After understanding the level of achievement, organizations will be able 

to understand what should be done further in order to improve the overall processes inside 

them. 

What’s more important, while most of the survey respondents use computer-based AIS to 

accomplish their tasks, the IT solutions might be beneficial in several other points of view. 

Many IT solutions might be used to improve the factors affecting data quality, thus 

improving data quality itself.  

Yet, other specialized solutions might be used to predict future trends, to discover potential 

hidden patterns inside the data collected, so as to help the decision makers take the right 

decisions for their organizations. The more data a business collects, the more beneficial these 

solutions are.  

Recent trends show that intelligent techniques are used more and more from organizations 

worldwide for improving their overall performance, as a key solution for achieving a 
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competitive advantage. The same techniques, in an exponentially growing data environment, 

might be used to analyze the most important factors affecting data quality in AIS, and then 

comparing the results with the ones coming from related research. 
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Abstract 

This paper describes some simulation techniques that could be used for satellite communication 

link design, including modeling an effect of different parameters on the overall system 

performance. In proposed satellite based transponder communication link a nonlinear power 

amplifier is assumed, while its impact on intermodulation (IM) products is analyzed. Bit-Error-

Rate (BER) performance in the downlink is given, including the effect of thermal noise, IM 

distortion, intersymbol interference (ISI), and adjacent channel interference (ACI) caused by 

increasing the number of carriers in proposed frequency division multiplexing (FDM) 

multichannel satellite communication system. 

 

Keywords: frequency division multiplexing (FDM) technique, intermodulation (IM) distortion, 

intersymbol interference (ISI), satellite transponder  
 

1. Introduction 

Wireless communication systems, developed to provide access to the communication 

infrastructure for mobile or fixed users, are required to operate at high data rates with 

constrained power and bandwidth [1]. Most of today’s wireless systems are based on the 

cellular radio concept [2-3], allowing a large number of mobile users to seamlessly and 

simultaneously communicate to ground or satellite stations, using a limited amount of radio 

frequency (RF) spectrum. 

In order to provide global coverage of broadband multimedia and internet-based services with 

a high signal quality to diverse users, satellites communication systems, including its 

integration with terrestrial networks, are expected to play an important role in mobile 

communications [3-5]. 

The diverse nature of propagation environments has great impact on the design, real-time 

operation and performance assessment of highly reconfigurable hybrid satellite-terrestrial 

radio systems [6] providing voice, text and multimedia services operating at radio frequencies 

ranging from 100 MHz to 100 GHz and optical frequencies. Therefore, statistical modeling of 

the propagation channel is necessary for the performance assessment of these systems [7-9]. 

Signal transmission over a satellite communication link requires line-of-sight (LoS) 

communication, but since theoretically three equidistant satellites in the geosynchronous orbit 

can effectively cover over 90 percent of the earth surface, the need for multiple 

retransmissions is theoretically removed [10]. An analysis and determining the factors 

required for optimal link and required quality of performance are very important part of 

satellite systems design [11-12]. 

The communication link between a satellite and the ground stations is exposed to a lot of 

impairments such as thermal noise, rain and atmospheric attenuations, multipath fading and 

shadowing [3-5]. It is also prone to loss such as those resulting from antenna misalignment 

and polarization [11]. 

A satellite transponder is a broadband RF channel used to amplify one or more carriers on the 

downlink side of a geostationary or non-geostationary satellite. It is part of the microwave 

repeater and antenna system that is housed onboard the operating satellite. The bent-pipe 
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repeaters usually using C and Ku bands, receive all signals in the uplink beam, translate them 

to the downlink band, and separate them into individual transponders of a fixed bandwidth 

[6]. Each transponder is amplified by either a traveling wave tube amplifier (TWTA) or a 

solid state power amplifier (SSPA). Satellites of bent-pipe type are very popular for 

transmitting TV channels to broadcast stations, cable TV systems, and directly to the home 

[10-12]. 

To maximize the output power in the downlink, the idea is to operate the amplifier as close to 

saturation as possible [5]. The TWTA back-off is an independent parameter defining the 

amplifier operating point position, compared to the input power required to produce the 

maximum output power. Decreasing the back-off means there is more output power. Since 

the thermal noise floor is fixed, the carrier-to-noise ratio (C/N) increases as the back-off 

decreases. On the other hand, as the back-off decreases the signal is driven further into the 

nonlinear region of the TWT curve, increasing the power of the intermodulation (IM) 

components [5]. An optimum operating point is usually determined experimentally from 

measurements or via the simulation, as it is presented in this paper. 

In satellite communication systems it is common to employ so called constant envelope 

modulation techniques, such as FM and QPSK [1-3], to avoid destroying the signal 

information. In both cases, the information is in the carrier, and hard limiting the signal does 

no harm. In simulation model proposed in this paper the nonlinear model of high-power 

amplifier is assumed, with the back-off as a model parameter, while the QPSK modulation 

format is used. 

Satellite networks and mobile cellular systems employ either frequency division multiple 

access (FDMA), time division multiple access (TDMA), code division multiple access 

(CDMA), or spatial division multiple access (SDMA), using different channelization methods 

to divide up the system resources and assign dedicated channels to users that access the 

system [1-3]. In simulation model proposed in this paper FDM technique is used, dividing the 

bandwidth into nonoverlapping channels. Each user is then assigned a different channel for 

transmission and reception, including also a guard band between the channels, in order to 

compensate adjacent co-channel interference (ACI) and spectral spreading due to Doppler. 

In this paper Bit-Error-Rate (BER) performance analysis in the downlink of proposed FDM 

multichannel satellite communication system is given, including the impact of thermal noise, 

IM distortion, intersymbol interference (ISI) which is mainly due to the input and output 

multiplexing filters, and adjacent channel interference (ACI) caused by increasing the number 

of carriers and also varying the back-off level. 

 

2. System model 

The proposed satellite communication system uses frequency division multiplexing (FDM) 

technique, dividing the bandwidth into nonoverlapping channels. A communication link in 

proposed satellite data network consists of 48 ground stations sending high-speed data to 8 

regional data centers. Each data center processes 6 channels of data, referred to as an FDM 

group, as it is illustrated in Fig.1. In proposed FDM scheme each ground station is assigned a 

different carrier frequency (by the network controller) and the carriers are separated by a 

guard band of 400 kHz, with carrier spacing 10 MHz [5], as in frequency plan presented in 

Fig.1. 
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Fig. 1. Frequency plan for a multichannel transponder in proposed satellite network 

All 48 uplink signals are received by a single antenna at the satellite, so the received signal at 

the satellite can be expressed as [5]: 
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where ai(t)∙exp(ji(t)) presents the lowpass complex envelope from the ith ground station, 

transmitted at carrier frequency fi, and time delay i presents the propagation delay of the ith 

channel uplink, while f0 is the reference frequency used to define the overall complex 

envelope. The lowpass complex envelope of x(t) is [5]: 
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         (2) 

The uplink signals are filtered by the input filters on the satellite, and used to form 8 FDM 

groups. Each group is amplified by a high-power traveling wave tube amplifier (TWTA). The 

amplified signals are filtered again to remove out-of-band spectral regrowth and 

intermodulation (IM) products. Each carrier group is then transmitted from the satellite to the 

regional data centers via 8 downlink spot beams, directed toward a regional center. 

In order to provide maximum power in the downlink, the TWT amplifiers are set to operate 

close to saturation. IM distortion has a significant impact on downlink performance, because 

all used FDM carriers are amplified by each TWTA, operating close to saturation. Adjacent 

channel interference (ACI) also affects the link performance, depending on number of active 

channels. 

The uplink transmitter for the ith ground station is illustrated in Fig.2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. The uplink transmitter for the ith ground station 

 

For each channel QPSK modulation format is used and signal is filtered by a SQRC (square-

root-raised-cosine) filter, as it is presented in Fig.2. Since the filters are SQRC, ISI is mainly 

due to the input and output multiplexing filters which are fairly wideband with near ideal 

frequency response. 
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3. Simulation model 

The FDM signal is generated by mapping 6 random binary bit streams into QPSK symbols 

and modulating them at appropriate carrier frequencies. 

The group of 6 FDM carriers arriving in the uplink from 6 different ground stations are 

modeled as coming from a single ground station, with arbitrary delays and phases associated 

with each carrier. The signals representing the traffic are generated by mapping the data 

symbols to QPSK constellation, filtering it using SQRC filter (implemented in the time 

domain as FIR filter), and modulating the filter output with the appropriate carrier frequency. 

A phase offset and time delay are introduced for each of 6 carriers to represent the random 

propagation delays from different ground stations to the satellite. 

The satellite transponder consists of an input multiplex (IMUX) filter which isolates each of 8 

carrier groups, a TWT amplifier for each 6-carrier FDM group, and an output multiplex 

(OMUX) filter, including also the frequency translation operation. The IMUX and OMUX 

filters are implemented using Butterworth filters, because the ISI introduced by these filters is 

minimal. Since the noise in the downlink is additive and Gaussain, and the receiver is linear, 

a semianalytic BER estimator [5] is used. 

 

4. Numerical and simulation results 

The signal constellation and the BER performance for a single channel simulation, with 

TWTA operating in the linear region are presented in Fig.3. The other channels in FDM 

group are not taken into account (the amplitudes of their carriers are set equal to zero during 

simulation process), so ACI does not occur. An input back-off of -20 dB guarantees that 

nonlinear distortion is negligible. The small amount of ISI (induced by filters) is not 

significant, so the only significant degrading effect is an additive white Gaussian noise 

(AWGN). 

The signal constellation, without the effect of noise, is illustrated in the left-hand frame of 

Fig.3. Some slight scattering of the signal points is visible, illustrating the presence of a very 

small residual nonlinear effect and/or ISI. The BER performance is illustrated in the right-

hand frame of Fig.3, showing the negligible difference between the simulation result and 

ideal theoretical result, which also validates the baseline simulation. 
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Fig. 3. Signal constellation and BER performance for a single channel and TWTA operating 

in the linear region 
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The signal constellation and the BER performance for a single channel simulation, with 

TWTA operating in the nonlinear region are presented in Fig.4. The other channels in 

selected FDM group are not active, like in previously described simulation. In order to 

illustrate the nonlinear operation of the TWTA, the input back-off is set equal to -5 dB, 

causing the intermodulation distortion. 

The signal constellation is illustrated in the left-hand frame of Fig.4, presenting the point 

scattering primarily due to nonlinear effects resulting from the small back-off. The BER 

performance is illustrated in the right-hand frame of Fig.4, showing the degrading impact of 

the amplifier nonlinearity on the BER. 
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Fig. 4. Signal constellation and BER performance for a single channel and TWTA operating 

in the nonlinear region 

 

The signal constellation and the BER performance for a multichannel case, with TWTA 

operating in the nonlinear region are presented in Fig.5. In selected FDM group consisting of 

6 channels, 3 of them are active, in order to illustrate the effect of ACI. The input back-off is 

set equal to -5 dB, causing the intermodulation distortion, like in previously described 

simulation. 

The signal constellation is illustrated in the left-hand frame of Fig.5, presenting the point 

scattering due to nonlinear effects and ACI. After comparison with previously discussed 

simulation results, it can be concluded that the point scattering is primarily caused by 

amplifier nonlinearity. The BER performance is illustrated in the right-hand frame of Fig.5, 

showing the degrading impact of the amplifier nonlinearity and ACI on the BER. 
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Fig. 5. Signal constellation and BER performance for a multichannel case and TWTA 

operating in the nonlinear region 

 

The signal constellation and the BER performance for a multichannel case, for an increasing 

number of active channels, with TWTA operating in the nonlinear region are presented in 

Fig.6. In selected FDM group consisting of 6 channels, 5 of them are active, in order to 

illustrate more significant effect of ACI. The input back-off is set equal to -5 dB, causing the 

intermodulation distortion, like in previously described simulation process. 

The signal constellation is illustrated in the left-hand frame of Fig.6, presenting the point 

scattering due to nonlinear effects and ACI. After comparison with previously discussed 

simulation results, it can be concluded that an increasing number of active channels causes an 

additional point scattering. The BER performance degradation is illustrated in the right-hand 

frame of Fig.6, showing the impact of an increasing number of active channels the amplifier 

nonlinearity on the BER. 
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Fig. 6. Signal constellation and BER performance for an increasing number of active 

channels and TWTA operating in the nonlinear region 

 

5 Conclusion 

A number of factors have to be taken into consideration in the design of a robust satellite link. 

Numerical and simulation results presented in this paper illustrate the effect of nonlinear 

distortion, additive Gaussian noise and also the effect of increasing the number of active 

channels on the BER performance of proposed satellite communication system using FDM 

multiplexing scheme. 
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Abstract 
In this article we present algorithmic and coding process of estimating mean values based on 

estimating density methods over kernels. We present algorithms, to ease observation of 

covariational relationships and mutual behaviors of multidimensional arrays. Observing these 

relationships will be possible through tensors of estimated densities calculated values and their 

visualization on a graphical tool.     

The software can read data from a file. It accepts a variable number of columns (variables) and for 

each of those it calculates minimum and maximum values for further use. It is possible to choose 

up to two variables on their entire range and to use fixed values for the other variables. Algorithms 

used in this phase give mean dependence of segment variables to each others. The results arrays 

are then used as an input to the graphical class. The right optimizations have been made in the 

process of calculating the array’s values. Realization of any n-1 dimensional cuts is used to give a 

graphical presentation for mean estimation of given data.      

The software produces graphics for above calculations 

 

Keywords: algorithm, optimization, kernel, mean estimation, normal distribution, graphical 

method. 

 

1. Introduction 

In this article we present algorithmic and coding process of estimating mean and dispersion 

values based on estimating density methods over kernels. The economy provide us data to 

analyze. Using graphs to see the covariational relationships and mutual behaviors of entities 

eases the process of getting the right decisions. Data analysis is done using different methods. 

The estimating density method over kernels is a new method to see the relationship between 

macroeconomic variables and their determinants. The estimating probability density values 

are calculated and used to build graphs allowing in this way to see relationship of different 

variables which can be entered in their level, difference or percentage changes. 
 

What is probability density estimation?  

Let the discrete variable X ~ f(x). We know that f(x) is density of this discrete variable if: 

a,b ϵ R, a<b: P(a<X<b)=  [1] 

 

Why we need density estimation? 

As a typical example we can see the case when series xi, i ϵ {1,…,n} has bimodal density 

distribution as in figure 1. [1] 
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Fig. 1. Empiric bimodal distribution 

 

On this example we see that the highest values occur in points 3 and -3. Based on this we can 

investigate further on points near to those values. 

 

Histogram 

For a given choice x1, ..., xn, we choose an origjine point x0, a bin width h. Histogram 

intervals are: 

[x0 +mh, x0 +(m+1)h[ 

Intervals are closed on the left and open on the right. 

In analytical form the histogram can be defined as follows:  
(x)= ( number of xi in the same interval with x) [1] 

 

Naive Estimation 

For a discrete variable X, with density probability f(.): 

f(x)= lim h0 P(x-h < X <x+h) 

Then a natural estimation of the f(x) will be: 

  

 

Formally above estimation can be written: 

 , ku w(x)=  [1] 

 

 

Tools and methodology 

Software and Tools 

WAMP  

PHP 5.3.8  

PHPChartDirector  

MS Excel 

We use PHP as programming language. Wamp server is a web development platform on 

Windows that uses Apache as webserver. PHPChartDirector is php class specialized in 

graphics building. We use MS Excel for data input.  
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Methodology 

The software can read data from a file. It accepts a variable number of columns (variables) 

and for each of those it calculates minimum and maximum values for further use. It is 

possible to choose up to two variables on their entire range and to use fixed values for the 

other variables. Algorithms used in the phase give mean dependence of segment variables to 

each others. The results arrays are then used as an input to the graphical class. The right 

optimizations have been made in the process of calculating the array’s values. Realization of 

any n-1 dimensional cuts is used to give a graphical presentation for mean estimation of 

given data.      

The software produces graphics for above calculations 

 

Kernel estimation 

Below, we give kernel estimation for two type of kernels, Gaussian (normal) and 

Epanechnikov. For each kernel, we calculate density estimates of the d dimensional sample 

without condition and with m dimensional condition. [2] 

Both of these methods give covariational relationships of variables, but the second one allows 

us to check the impact of certain variables to the relationship of the two variables being 

analyzed. [2] 

 
Normal kernel 

Algorithm 1:Density estimates of the d dimensional sample using a normal 

kernel [3] 

Step 1: Fix a parameter h > 0. 

Step 2: , calculate: 

. 

Step 3: End. 

 

Algorithm 2: Density estimates of the d dimensional sample using a normal 

kernel, with m dimensional condition 

Step 1: Fix m parameters  (fix m economic variables), 

where 1 ≤ m ≤ d-1. 

Step 2: Fix a value per each tk+1, tk+2,...,tk+m. (fix values of economic variables) 

Step 3: Fix a parameter h > 0. 

Step 4: (where tk+1, tk+2,...,tk+m is already fixed) 

calculate: 
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Step 5: End. 

 

 

Epanechnikov kernel 

 Algorithm 3:Density estimates of the d dimensional sample  using 

Epanechnikov kernel [3]  

Step 1: Fix a parameter h > 0. 

Step 2: Calculate:  . 

Step 3: , calculate: 

. 

Step 4: Calculate: . 

We calculate: 

 
Step 5: End 

 

Algorithm 4: Density estimates of the d dimensional sample  using a 

Epanechnikov kernel, with m dimensional condition 

 

Step 1: Fix m parameters  (fix m economic variables), 

ku 1 ≤ m ≤ d-1 

Step 2: Fix a value per each tk+1, tk+2,...,tk+m. (fix economic variables values) 

Step 3: Fix a parameter h > 0. 

Step 4: (where tk+1, tk+2,...,tk+m is already fixed) 

calculate: 

 

 
Step 5: End. 
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Calculation of  

 

Is known that: Γ(1) = 1, Γ(n) = (n-1)!, dhe . 

 

 [2] 

 

Mean empiric estimation 

We use normal kernel estimates to calculate the mean. F(x) is the value of the function in the 

point x calculated after algorithm 2. 

Closed estimation of  [1], is given by graphic of the function xf(x), as 

below. 

Algorithm 5  

  

 

Dispersion empiric estimation 

We use normal kernel estimates to calculate the dispersion. F(x) is the value of the function 

in the point x calculated after algorithm 2. E(X) is the value calculated above. 

Closed estimation of  [1], is given by graphic of the function 

[x – E(X)]2f(x), as below. 

 Algorithm 6 

 

 

Algorithm to build mean and dispersion graphics: 

1. Build the graphic (t1, t2) → f(t1, t2). 

2. When we fix  t2 = a, for the cut (t1, a) → f(t1, a), we compute E{f(t1, a)}, D{f(t1, 

a)} 

3. Build the lines: 

a , E{f(t1, a)} 

a ,  

Algorithm executions 

Below we give sample graphs.  

Figure 2 is a graph displaying normal density estimates. We have used algorithm 1 to 

calculate function values. [4] 

Figure 3 is a graph displaying Epanechnikov density estimates. We have used algorithm 3 to 

calculate function values.[4] 

Figure 4 and 5 display mean and dispersion. We have used algorithm 5 and 6 to calculate 

function values. 
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Fig 2 

 

 
Fig. 3. 

 

 

 
Fig. 4 
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Fig. 5 

 

Conclusions 

Estimating density over kernels methods requires a time to calculate result tensors, which is 

inappropriate in  web programming. Execution will end in a time limit restriction if multiple 

users executes the algorithms in the same time on different datasets or the number of data 

being calculated is too large. 

On the basis of results, by doing calculation on user site will eliminate the problem above. 

After execution is finished, calculated data can be transferred in the server, where the 

graphical class can use them to produce the graphs. This method does not require any other 

software installed in the client computer, except a web browser/and does not require any 

other previous knowledge in other statistical softwares. 
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Abstract 

The transition of web 2.0 to web 3.0 is still in progress and a composition of web sites with web 

services is largely increasing. Clients try to search for best services that fulfill their needs; one way 

to search for services is to look in UDDI registries. This paper will focus on the impact of UDDI in 

web services and the role of other components that the architecture of web services is based on. 

Furthermore, software engineers try to model services with intention to make it easier for service 

providers to code them. We use the UML modeling language with a specific case study to model a 

service for flight managements, more specifically, by using the Class diagram. Web services are 

currently one of the most important technologies for enabling an effective communication between 

and within distributed systems. They represent a specific business function and they are exposed 

by a company, usually through an internet connection and provided to the clients or other software 

application to consume. 

 

Keywords: UDDI, web services, Class Diagram, UML, SOAP 

 

1. Introduction 

The transition phase from web 2.0 to web 3.0 is considered as a new era of using web 

services and composing different applications. Web services have a characteristic architecture 

and are built upon standard protocols such as: SOAP, XML, WSDL, UDDI, WS-Security etc, 

and they help to secure us in routine works. Often researchers mix the term of services and 

web services, whilst the main difference lies in the structure. A simple weather service cannot 

be considered as a web service, because for being so, it has to convey in itself all the above 

mentioned standards. 

Lately, the focus of scientists was to develop new ways to overcome the problems of 

communication barriers between different machines. It is very important if we have came to a 

point where different smart devices, computers, servers and lap tops can communicate with 

each other regardless of the operating system they use or applications to “talk” to each other 

regardless of the various standards and programming languages they have been built. Web 

services are the real solution to this problem [4]. 

UDDI (Universal, Description, Discovery and Integration) represent a repository where are 

web services are published. Clients can search into the UDDI for a certain web service and a 

list of available services is presented. Regarding the above objects, we can conclude that 

UDDI contains information about who provides services, which is possible from 

businessEntity, what services are provided (businessServices), where the services are located 

(bindingTemplate) and referene to information on the ways how can they be invoked 

(tModels). 

In other words, UDDI provides the functionality to programmatically store the categorized 

data about the provided services and technical information needed to access those services. 

Furthermore, it makes queries against that information. 
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Fig. 1. UDDI Business registries 

 

White Pages – provides information about the business supplying the service. It 

includes the address of the business, contact and known identifiers; 

Yellow Pages – determine the classification of the service or business, based on 

standard taxonomies. 

Green Pages – indicate how to access a web service, with information on the service 

bindings. In other words, green pages provide technical information about services exposed 

by the business. 

World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) [W3C07] defines Web services as follows: "A Web 

service is a software system designed to support interoperable machine-to-machine 

interaction over a network. It has an interface described in a machine-processable format 

(specifically WSDL). Other systems interact with the Web service in a manner prescribed by 

its description using SOAP-messages, typically conveyed using HTTP with an XML 

serialization in conjunction with other Web-related standards". 

We are aware of the existence of a method to simplify creating Web Service, which is known 

as UML. UML – (Unified Modelling Language) is a graphical language for visualizing, 

constructing, and documenting the artefacts of a software-intensive system, UML also is 

language which used to relieve and simplify developing a Web Services and Advanced 

Application [6]. 

UML has been evolving since the second half of the 1990s and has its roots in the object-

oriented methods developed in the late 1980s and early 1990s. Unified Modelling Language 

(v2.2) has fourteen types of diagrams to enable the modeling systems, and help in managing 

the entire development process. 14 types of diagrams divided into two categories. Seven 

diagram types represent structural information, and the other seven represent general types of 

behavior, including four that represent different aspects of interactions. 

In the field of Web services there are two main standards that can be modeled [7]:  

 Modeling of services – specifies services to be exposed with their interfaces and web 

methods or operations.  

 Modeling of the workflow – indicates the control and the flow of data through SOAP 

(Simple Object Access protocol) from one service to another.  

Here we will try to model a mix of these two standards, and explain the interaction of 

services through three UML Diagrams [3]. There exist many vendors that offer software for 

creating Web services. Before starting to build Web Services, we have to define the 

requirements on which this application will be built and the best way to absorb the needs is 
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by modelling them. Firstly, we have to provide the resources for a specific solution, and in 

case there are intended many data and records to be stored, it is important to create a database 

which will be connected via string with web services and store our records [8]. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. UML 2.2 Diagrams  

 

As seen in the above figure Unified Modelling Language (v2.2) is devided into three groups 

containing fourteen types of diagrams to enable the modeling systems, and help in managing 

the entire development process [6]. Seven diagram types represent structural information, and 

the other seven represent general types of behavior, including four that represent different 

aspects of interactions  

 

2. Structure Diagrams 

Structure diagrams emphasize the things that must be present in the system being modelled. 

Since structure diagrams represent the structure, they are used extensively in documenting the 

software architecture of software systems [5]. 

In the following we will give short definitions to each of the Structure diagrams. 

 Class diagram: describes the structure of a system by showing the system's classes, 

their attributes, and the relationships among the classes. 

 Component diagram: describes how a software system is split up into components and 

shows the dependencies among these components. 

 Composite structure diagram: describes the internal structure of a class and the 
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collaborations that this structure makes possible. 

 Deployment diagram: describes the hardware used in system implementations and the 

execution environments and artifacts deployed on the hardware. 

 Object diagram: shows a complete or partial view of the structure of an example 

modeled system at a specific time. 

 Package diagram: describes how a system is split up into logical groupings by 

showing the dependencies among these groupings. 

 Profile diagram: operates at the metamodel level to show stereotypes as classes with 

the <<stereotype>> stereotype, and profiles as packages with the <<profile>> 

stereotype. The extension relation (solid line with closed, filled arrowhead) indicates 

what metamodel element a given stereotype is extending. 

 

2.1 Behavior Diagrams 

As seen in the figure 2, there are three types of Behavior Diagrams. They indicate what 

must interact in the system being modeled. Since behavior diagrams illustrate the behavior of 

a system, they are used widely to give overview of the functionality of software systems. 

 Activity diagram: describes the business and operational step-by-step workflows of 

components in a system. An activity diagram shows the overall flow of control. 

 State machine diagram: describes the states and state transitions of the system. 

 Use Case Diagram: describes the functionality provided by a system in terms of 

actors, their goals represented as use cases, and any dependencies among those use 

cases. 

 

2.2 Interaction Diagrams 

There are four types of Interaction diagrams, which represent a model that describe 

how a group of objects interact in some behaviour in a single use-case. Interactive diagrams 

consist of the following: 

 Communication diagram: represents the interactions between objects or parts in terms 

of sequenced messages. They represent a combination of information taken from 

Class, Sequence, and Use Case Diagrams describing both the static structure and 

dynamic behaviour of a system. 

 Interaction overview diagram: provides an overview in which the nodes represent 

communication diagrams. 

 Sequence diagram: shows how objects communicate with each other in terms of a 

sequence of messages. Also specifies the lifespan of objects relative to those 

messages. 

 Timing diagrams: a specific type of interaction diagram where the focus is on timing 

constraints. 

They should be used in case when we want to look at the behavior of several objects within a 

single use case. They can assist in showing the collaboration and interaction between objects, 

but they are not very precise in definition of behavior. 

 

3. Case Study: Class diagram for Flight Management web service 
One of the best ways to describe object types and their relations in a system is to model a 

class diagram. They are used to model class structures and their content by using design 

elements such as: classes, packages and objects. Classes are composed of three elements: 

Name, attributes and operations [2]. They also show relations such as content, associations, 

navigability and so on. 

It is important to note that in a class diagram, it is not allowed to have single classes which 

are not in relation with other classes, they cannot stand alone.  
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Web services can also be modeled. In the following we have represented a class diagram for 

modeling the Flight Management service where the class diagram is composed by Airline 

Company, Airplanes, Flights, Schedules, Terminals and Gates. The relation and multiplicity 

between classes is also considered. The following Class diagram is designed using an open 

source UML/MDA platform called StarUML. 

 
Fig. 3. Class Diagram for Flight management web service 

 
Web services convey one or more web methods, where each web method can play a crucial 

role in providing different operation and function for the clients to use it. Each class in the 

class diagram can be a synonym to a single or more web methods. The above Class diagram 

is composed of 7 classes that are in relation to each other. Most of the multiplicity relations 

are 1 to many or 1…*. The visibility as a class information is appeared in as a sign of + for 

public variable, - as a private operation and # as a protected information.   

 

4. Use Case and Activity Diagram for Flight management web service 

Before building a house, we need to have the architecture plan, so that laborers can further 

proceed according to the plan. It is the same for web services, even for complex information 

systems. Software engineers should give the design of the structure, most likely by providing 

the UML diagram [1].  

Everyone is involved in an airplane flight that lasts more time than the usual one. Some of us 

were also bound to leave their children for a long flight, and every parent, family member or 

friend takes care for the person with which is travelling. This system will enable us to be in a 

direct access with the passenger.  

Service may be used only by the person who has been assigned at the beginning when the 

tickets were bought, and a randomly visitor cannot have access to this system.  

The login is done in a simple way by writing the specified username and password during the 

ticket purchase. 

Flight Navigation Map will be a part of the system that will show the location of the airplane 

and flight details.  
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Video Call - will enable a person, who has access to the system to make video conversation 

with the passengers. 

In the following we introduce a simple Use case diagram and an activity diagram for 

modeling services for the web visitor. 

 
Fig. 4. Simple Use Case diagram for Flight management web service 

 

Usually, Use case diagrams model the potential of the system in the perspective of the 

interaction between users. Elements of this model are actors and use cases, where each actor 

has to interact with the system, it is not allowed to stand alone, in that case the actor would 

not be necessary to be incorporated into the system. 

An actor represents someone or something that must interact with the system, meaning that 

the actor should point to a certain use case in the diagram, whilst a use case is a sequence of 

activities interconnected with actions performed by actors in a system. In our Use case 

diagram, we can define web visitor as the main actor, interacting with different use cases 

such as: Login, Flight Navigation Map, Arrival Flight Schedule, Departing Flight Schedule 

and Video Call. 
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Fig. 6. Activity diagram for Flight management web service 

 

Activity diagrams specify the control flow. As we can see in the above figure, you can notice 

activities in ellipsoid forms. In this diagram activities are represented in hierarchical manner. 

Activities indicate state of actions. States that automatically transform into another state after 

the activity is performed. The transitions represented by arrows show the moving from one 

state to another. 

In the above figure we can depict a web service that conveys different web methods such as: 

login, send message, video call, voice call, end of conversation etc. The two synchronous 

patterns show that the activities between them can be executed in parallel.   

 

5. Conclusions 

This paper provides a modest representation of UDDI registries and the modelling of web 

services. It shows the importance of having a repository where we can publisht all web 

services with intention to make it easier to the clients to search for them. From the above 

explanations and diagrams of Flight Management Web services it is concluded that the UML 

modelling is a powerful language used to design the role of web services. In this paper three 

diagrams are modelled in regard of the Flight management web services. From the literature 

that we have read, we have noticed that there are other powerful modelling languages that can 

be applied in modelling web services, but most of them are based on the UML logic.  
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Abstract  

Many children with autism have language delays and language and communication 

impairments.  To overcome these challenges a series of interventions is needed and the use 

of assistive technologies is often one of them. In this paper we present the latest research 

on how assistive technologies supports young children develop language skills and 

overcome communication barriers.  Computers and educational software can be used as 

forms of assistive environment to support children develop new communication and 

language skills. We propose that parents and educators consider using the educational 

software “Abetare Multimediale” to support children with autism develop Albanian 

language skills.   This software includes various modes of learning which support engaged 

learning and can increase and maintain the focus of children with ASD during learning.  

The use of assistive technologies can foster language development and support students 

with autism succeed academically in reading at the levels of their peers, gain new 

communication skills and become more independent.  

  

Keywords: Assistive Technologies, Autism Spectrum Disorder, Universal Design for 

Learning, Internet of Things, Smart environment, Least Restrictive Environment (LRE) 

 

1. Introduction  

Smart devices, such as computers and touch screen tablets are very attractive tools for many 

children with autism. They show high interest and motivation to use these devices and by 

using these types of assistive technology devices children with autism can interact, make 

choices, respond, gain new skills and become more independent.   

The combination of the smart environment with different assistive technologies can be used 

in schools and other centers to support students with autism overcome communication 

barriers and develop new language skills.  

The research on assistive technology is focused on learning and communication disabilities 

related to the on Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD). Autism is a neurological disorder that 

affects the ability to communicate and interact socially. Using assistive technologies and 

finding ways how to benefit from the use of technology to help these children is one of the 

approaches to cope with the types of learning disabilities related to autism. In general, all 

individuals with learning disabilities may benefit from assistive applications in the contexts 

of intervention, special education, therapy, and training.  

The cause of the increasing number of children with autism is not yet known. However, many 

researchers agree that early intervention is critical to enabling a positive long-term outcome.  

Even with early intervention, many individuals will need high levels of support and care 

throughout their lives. 

Children with autism are the subjects of the research related work presented here, because 

there is no current cure for autism and the primary care goal is in creating a supportive 

environment. 
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An assistive smart environment has the potential to enhance the quality of life for broad 

populations of users: elderly, individuals with physical impairments and those in 

rehabilitation therapy, and individuals with cognitive disabilities and developmental and 

social disorders [1].  

In this paper, we propose the use of Assistive technologies for supporting language 

development in children with autism. Our proposed system includes the use the computer and 

“Abetare Multimediale” educational software. By using educational software children can 

develop new language skills and perform the same reading tasks as their peers.   Our 

proposed system doesn’t intend to substitute the learning at the school setting, but rather 

provide learning activities for students with autism as a form of differentiated instruction 

based on the school curriculum. The system will provide a learning environment which is 

predictable, concrete, self-paced, and promotes better visual information processing. The 

actively engagement of students with ASD in this learning environment can increase attention 

and decrease anxiety related behaviors [2]. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we give the definition and an 

overview of autism spectrum disorder. In Section III we present the related work on the 

assistive technologies. In Section IV, we propose the use of the smart environment combined 

with “Abetare Multimediale” software to support the Albanian language development for 

children with autism.  We present conclusions and future work in Section V. 

 

2. Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) 

Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) and autism are both general terms for a group of complex 

disorders of brain development. People with ASD tend to have communication, social skills 

and language deficits. The symptoms of people with ASD will fall on a continuum, with 

some individuals showing mild symptoms and others having much more severe symptoms 

[3]. 

While autism appears to be on the rise, it's unclear whether the growing number of diagnoses 

shows a real increase or comes from improved detection forms.  

ASDs affect one out of every 88 children in the U.S. They occur more often among boys than 

girls [4].  There is not yet a cure to autism but almost all specialists agree that early 

intervention is very important. According to the data in the United States, secondary-school-

age students with autism began receiving services as young children; parents report that, on 

average, youth were 4 years old when they first received disability-related services from a 

professional [5]. By the time they are in secondary school, according to teachers, 97 percent 

of students with autism receive some type of accommodation or modification, learning 

support, technology aid, or related service to enhance their performance in school.  

Educators, specialists and schools are using different assistive technologies as forms of 

interventions to support children with ASD succeed academically. The evaluation team that 

includes specialists and educators propose different assistive technologies to support the child 

on a given task. There is a trial period for children to get to use the assistive technology and 

during this time the specialists evaluate if this is the proper assistive technology to support 

them with carrying a given task and perform in school.  

Considering that individuals with ASDs are a heterogeneous population with variable skills 

and abilities, specific interventions may not work in the same way for each child with a 

diagnosis of an ASD [6].   For any team of professionals and caregivers it is very important to 

acknowledge the need of extra support for students with learning disabilities. This support 

should continue beyond classroom settings in order for them to succeed in school. 

 

2.1 ASD facts in Albania 
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In Albania, there is no publicized data on the number of students within ASD. According to 

the specialists of the “Regional Center for Autism” in Albania, but according to the 

specialists of the “Regional Center for Autism” in Albania, there is a high possibility that the 

number of children with autism in Albania is the same with those of other countries [7]. The 

assumption is that Albania is not different from other countries, and the approximate 

estimation given by the center is that 1% of children should be within this spectrum.   

According to the report “Analysis of the history of the development of education of children 

with disabilities in Albania during 1945 – 2011”, the number of people registered in 2010 

under the category “with one or several disabilities” was 123,774, and 53,783 people are 

registered under the category “Mental, sensory, physical” [8]. In this report, there is no 

category for students or people within Autism Spectrum Disorder.  

The Albanian education system has started collecting information on the number of students 

with disabilities, but there is no publicized data yet on the number of students within ASD. 

The law No. 69/2012 “For the Pre-University Education System in the Republic of Albania” 

that entered in force in 2012, specifically articles 6, 19, 20, 57, 63, 65, regulates the rights to 

education of students with special needs.  

Diagnosing children with autism and supporting them in their youth and providing them with 

some kind of intervention has been a challenged subject in Albania. The main factors are the 

lack of methodology of early diagnoses, the lack of professionals in this field like specialized 

teachers, speech language pathologist, occupational therapist and applied behavior analysis 

(ABA) specialists.   

The teacher preparation programs in higher education do not offer special education teacher 

programs and is not established yet the list of competencies areas for teachers working with 

students with ASD.  There is no University in Albania that offer programs that prepare 

teachers to work with students with Autism. Some of the higher education institutions in the 

country like University of Tirana or University of Shkodra “Luigj Gurakuqi” offer study 

programs of social workers and psychologists. In these programs there are some coursework 

that prepares teachers to work with special needs students, but there is not established yet a 

set of standards for training teachers in the category of autism. Even, in United States the 

Council for Exceptional Children (CEC) did not have a set of standards for training teachers 

for the category of autism until 2009 [9].   

There has been some progress in the recent years in Albania in raising awareness about 

autism. The Albanian Children Foundation (ACF) has been very active in raising awareness 

regarding autism in the country and has established the first autism support center in Albania. 

The “Regional Center for Autism” in Albania is located in Tirana and aims to support and 

care for children with Autism Spectrum Disorder in the region and to raise public awareness 

in this field. The center offers early intervention programs for children birth to seven. Since 

its opening the center   has played an important role on working with different national and 

international key actors to develop the National Autism Strategy.  

The education system in Albania should recognize the needs of students with ASD and 

support them with different types of accommodations and assistive technologies as all 

researchers in this field agree that early intervention makes a big difference in the lives of the 

students within this category. Also, the programs that prepare teachers should incorporate 

evidence-based practices which are instructional strategies, interventions, or teaching 

programs that work when working with students with ASD [10]. A set of standards for 

training teachers for the category of autism should be developed and used from institution of 

higher education in Albania that provide teacher preparation education. 

 

3. Assistive Technologies (AT) 
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The definitions for the assistive technologies and assistive technology services are given in 

the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) in 1990. Assistive technology device 

means any item, piece of equipment, or product system, whether acquired commercially, off-

the-shelf, modified or customized, that is used to increase, maintain, or improve functional 

capabilities of individuals with disabilities. Assistive technology service is any service that 

directly assists an individual with a disability in the selection, acquisition, or use of an 

assistive technology device. Any item, unless surgically implanted, may qualify as AT if it 

provides compensatory benefit to a student with a disability resulting in enhanced 

performance on educational and functional tasks. 

Assistive technologies aim to support all individuals with learning disabilities gain new 

academic skills, social skills and support them performing and carrying out every day’s tasks. 

Assistive Technology accommodates students’ needs to perform a given task required to 

accomplish at the grade level of their peers. The use of assistive technology to support 

students succeed academically is often related to education strategies and approaches when 

working with students with special needs. Some of these education strategies being used in 

classrooms are the Least Restrictive Environment (LRE) and the Universal Design for 

Learning (UDL). 

The requirement of the Individuals with Disability Education Act in USA that “each student 

with a disability must be educated with non-disabled peers to the maximum extent” is better 

known as the obligation to educate students in the least restrictive environment (LRE).  

Universal Design for Learning (UDL) is a set of principles that guide curriculum 

development resulting in equal opportunities for learning [11]. 

 

3.1 The process of selecting Assistive Technology 

The role of AT is to increase the students’ access to curriculum information; increase 

students’ participation in schools and to enhance students’ performance on a given task.  

The differentiation between the instructional technology tools and assistive technologies is 

the purpose of use. The instructional technology tools are used by teachers and students as a 

form of differentiated instruction with the purpose for students to gain new skills and 

knowledge. The assistive technologies are used as a compensation tool for students with 

disabilities to allow them achieve at a performance level at a given task; in other words, 

without this tool they will not be able to perform this task.  

Knowing students’ abilities and disabilities would support the team of educators, specialists 

and parents on making decisions on the type of assistive technologies to be used to support 

students’ learning. The process of choosing the proper Assistive technology is a bit complex 

and should take under consideration the need for this tool and students’ ability to perform the 

tool. The team should identify the tasks that the student is required to perform to achieve the 

curricular goals and match this with the proper AT. Also, the team should take into 

consideration the students’ abilities to use a specific assistive technology like physical, 

cognitive and linguistic abilities.  

The assistive technologies range from low tech to high tech and the determination which one 

to choose depends on the students’ abilities and student’s needs for support to perform a 

given task. By using different types of assistive technologies according to their abilities and 

disabilities will support them use in their advantage their strengths and gain new skills. 

The areas that the assistive technologies might be used into students’ daily lives in order to 

support them either gaining new skills or dealing with their disabilities are: visual 

information processing, sensory integration, motor skills development, academics, 

organization skills, behavior problems, social interactions, transition. 

Some individuals with ASD typically process visual information with the greatest clarity, 

providing them with visual supports helps to promote that strength. Various types of 
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technology—from “low” to “high” tech—should be infused into every aspect of their daily 

lives. Educators and specialists should carefully choose and combine the assistive 

technologies, the activities and individualized curriculum to target a specific need of the 

student.  

 

3.2 The use of the smart environment for Supporting Children with ASD. 

Latest research is focused on combining Assistive Technologies (ATs) with other 

technologies to create types of Ambient Assisted Living (AAL) to support children with 

autism in their daily routine. This ambient based on Internet of Things (IoT) infrastructure 

would allow an independent and safe lifestyle and an assistive learning environment for 

children and adults.  This assistive learning environment can be realized through the Internet 

of Things, where the children with autism live in their homes with smart objects, thus smart 

homes, communicating to the outside world in an intelligent and goal-orientated manner. 

Providing children with autism with smart environments during their learning that might 

include different assistive technologies combined with different communication technologies 

can help them stay focused during their learning and can maximize their ability to reach their 

peak attention. The child’s task performance is enhanced and the child will be able to learn 

new language skills, social skills, appropriate behavior and academic skills [12]. 

Computer use can provide students with a sense of control and consistency and students can 

use different educational software’s to practice communication skills in a lower stress 

environment compared to real environment. By working in these environments students get 

and maintain their focus in learning by obtaining the calm-alert state window in which our 

ability to function is maximized [13]. In this state the child’s nervous system is sufficiently 

aroused for peak attention and task performance which enhances a person’s ability to register 

and orient to sensory information. The smart devices can be integrated with other system as a 

useful tool for monitoring and controlling children activities 

ATs are often presumed to improve health and social care services for children with autism 

spectrum disorders. Researchers are taking in consideration that difficulties in sustaining 

attention on imposed tasks may be attributable partly to a developmental delay and partly to 

the motivational contingencies of a task rather than to a primary impairment in the ability to 

sustain attention [14]. 

A child can develop new vocabulary, new language skills and cognitive skills by using 

carefully selected Assistive technologies and educational software. These skills are very 

important and critical in developing other academic skills and help children become readers 

at their age level. 

 

4. Using “Abetare” software as a proposed form of Assistive Technology to promote 

Albanian language development for children with autism 

The Electronic Albanian ABC software or “Electronic ABETARE” software is educational 

software developed for young children that are starting to learn the first letters of Albanian 

alphabet and the numbers. Also, the software will help the learners improve their language 

barriers by targeting through different modes of language representation the foundational of 

the language, memory, and information processing skills. 

Children that are beginners in the Albanian language, mathematics, and beginners in 

computer can use this software to learn new language skills and reinforce the skills that they 

learn at school.  This software consists of nine modules:  the Abetare (ABC module), the 

alphabet, games, videos, fables, puzzles, numbers and figures, exercises.  

Educational software and teaching methods that include digital tools are already proven 

successful learning methods with children, so it is important that Albanian children take 

advantage of these tools to support them during learning process. Children by using the 
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“Abetare” educational learning software can learn how to read, write, use the computer, and 

gain new skills. Children can learn new skills by playing with several activities of this 

software and it might help to change the attitude toward learning. Learning can become less 

stressful and more fun. In addition to literacy learning, the purpose of this software is also 

teaching young children how to use the computer. Computer skills are very important in 

today’s society and young children can use and master these skills by using this software. 

Children start learning the Albanian language in elementary school or pre-school if they 

attend one. By using this software children can learn new communication skills through 

playing and start identifying sounds, syllables, words, sentences , vowels , consonants , the 

use of punctuations , the use of uppercase/lowercase,  etc.  Just by playing the games in these 

software children will be able to reinforce the reading and writing skills that they learn at 

school and strengthen their learning and reading techniques. 

This software aims to support students during their learning process, so they can become 

proficient speakers, readers and writers of the Albanian language at an appropriate level for 

their age. 

Also, the software aims to enable students succeed academically by developing attentive 

listening, by enriching their vocabulary, by learning new reading technique skills, by 

developing personal skills for linguistic and cultural background.   

The first module of this software, the ABC module, is developed on the concept that each 

letter of the alphabet itself is learned through different representations such as: text (reading), 

figures/ pictures to illustrate the letters, voice/reading aloud, words relevant to the letter being 

illustrated and their pronunciation. The software includes also the alphabet module which 

contains the navigation bar with the representation of all letters of the alphabet associated 

with lessons how they should be written and how they are pronounced. 

Module of the fables is similar to that of ABC module. This module includes some of the 

world's most popular fables translated into Albanian. The software includes a separate math 

module which includes basic math such numbers and some basic geometric figures. The 

module of games and the module of videos intend to reinforce the learning of the alphabet 

and gain new reading skills in an interactive way through playing.  

A research based on the automated vocal analysis system suggests that amongst the 

challenges that young children with autism may face is a language learning environment that, 

perhaps due to limitations in their social communicative skills, is experientially impoverished 

in ways that result in large cumulative deficits compared to the environments experienced by 

typically developing children [15]. 

To provide children with autism with some types of language learning environments through 

assistive technologies will increase the possibility of learning new language and 

communication skills. The educational software that are available in today’s market allow 

children to learn in their pace rate and because of the modules of games, puzzles, videos that 

are part of the software it becomes very interactive. This will give the child the opportunity to 

be engaged and may help them learn new reading skills faster. 

Using educational software like “Abetare” to support children with autism overcome their 

learning barriers is based on the latest research of neuroscience and pedagogy. When 

educators face children with learning challenges, a combination of neuroscience and 

technology can enhance learning capacity and efficiency, even in children with neurological 

differences [16].   

By using the combination of language therapy interventions and educational software that 

target their learning barriers students will build foundational communication skills, language 

skills which will help them overcome their learning environment barriers. Positive results are 

being provided by teachers, schools, centers that have used educational software’s to support 

children gain new language skills. One example is the Abu Dhabi Center for Autism that uses 
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assistive technology devices like the DynaVox Maestro to support children overcame their 

language barriers. The results showed that students learned new communication and language 

skills [17].  

Specialist and educators when making decisions in using “Abetare” as a form of assistive 

technology to support students’ language learning should consider carefully students’ abilities 

and disabilities in these areas: communication, academic, motor, behavior, organization, 

social interactions, transitions and other concerns related to the specific situation. Also, they 

should evaluate carefully the environmental considerations that impact the student’s 

participation and the tasks that the students are expected to do. Parents should be involved in 

this decision making process because learning should continue outside the classroom to 

ensure continuum of the students learning progress. By using this software students might 

build foundational elementary school reading and language skills which will help them learn 

successfully in the general classroom and succeed in academic settings. 

 

4.1 “Abetare” software and the UDL principles  

The table given in Appendix A is a checklist of the some of the principles of the Universal 

Design for Learning that are used in the development of the “Abeatre” software. The 

evaluation of the educational software “Abetare” shows that most of the elements of the 

principles of the UDL are used to develop this educational software (See table 1: Abetare-

UDL checklist; Appendix A). 

Children with autism like using and interacting with computers, robots and other digital tools. 

By combining their interest in computers with the engaging language software might increase 

the chances that they play longer with the activities resulting in learning more language skills. 

The results of a study supported by U.S. Department of Education showed that the more 

interest-based were the learning opportunities for young children with autism, the more 

progress the children demonstrated over a relatively short period of time [18]. 

 

4.2 The proposed method of using the “ABETARE MULTIMEDIALE” software as form of 

technology based intervention to support language development for children with autism 

The successful implementation of the proposed methodology of using the “Abetare” software 

as a form of technology based intervention to help children with autism develop new 

language should consider several elements like; the age of the child; diagnoses of the child/ 

student assessment; the preferred learning mode of the child; the ability to sit and use the 

computer; and other tools and interventions that are being used to support the child learn new 

skills. 

A good guide for the specialists, teachers or parents is that the child should spent a 

considerable amount of time every day in these activities to accelerate learning effect and 

improve their working memory and attention.  

A good implementation method is working with this software every day; for one hour; for a 

period of six weeks. After this period, the specialist or the team of specialists should evaluate 

if the child learned new language skills and decide either to continue or stop this type of 

intervention. 

This educational software is built on the elements of Universal Design for Learning and gives 

students with autism equal access to learning the language and gain new communication 

skills. Learning to read at the age level will enable children to perform the required tasks of 

the school curricula and participate in all subjects. Also, the language skills gained by playing 

the software activities might help to lessen their social communication deficits. 

The cognitive skills set that play an important role in the learning process are memory, 

attention, processing rate, and sequencing.   Different forms of technology based 

interventions can help children with autism improve their cognitive skills set such as 
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memory, attention, processing rate and sequencing. Any improvement in one of these skills is 

very important and help children stay focused during their learning and can maximize their 

ability to function [19]. In this state the child’s nervous system is sufficiently aroused for 

peak attention and task performance which enhances a person’s ability to register and orient 

to sensory information. The child’s task performance is enhanced and the child will be able to 

learn new language skills, social skills, appropriate behavior and academic skills.  

We propose that educators carefully chose and combine the assistive technologies, the 

activities and individualized curriculum to target a specific need of the student.  

 

5. Conclusions and future work 

In this paper, we proposed the use of educational software “Abetare” as a form of assistive 

technology aiming to assist/support children with ASD learning new language skills and 

improve their cognitive skills. 

We presented an effective method to implement this technology- based -intervention using 

the principles of the Universal Design for Learning to support children with autism learn the 

ABC of the Albanian language, gain new language and communication skills. 

The use of educational software as form of assistive technologies in combination with 

different pedagogies aims to improve the cognitive skills and develop language skills for 

children with autism. 

In the future we would like to conduct a randomized control test with at least 50 children with 

autism who are going to use the “Abetare” software for a period of 6 weeks. We would like 

to compare the language improvement for children receiving this technology based 

intervention compared to another group of children that received language intervention by 

only a speech-language pathologist. 
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Abstract 

Cloud Computing (CC) consists of a large number of sources. Many companies are using this 

technology as part of their economic models, but security concerns limit the in-depth adoption of 

this technology. The Albanian businesses have also been part of this development and this concern 

at the same time. [1]. The aim of this study is to analyze the security mechanisms offered by the 

main global providers of this technology such as the Amazon Cloud, Google Cloud and Microsoft 

Cloud, thus analyzing their security models, but also focusing on the first Albanian provider 

company, Albtelecom, and its high standards. The study highlights the appropriate monitoring 

models, management, control, prevention, and comprehensive measures taken by these companies 

to provide a reliable level of quality and safety. A deeper analysis of the safety level of these 

providers will be conducted below, hopefully that it would answer questions such as, is there any 

reliable network protection against attacks, whether it is worth saving data in the cloud, is there a 

provider able to cope with the risk and protect business data. 

 

Keywords: Cloud Computing, Security, Albanian cloud providers 

 

1. Introduction 

CC is one of the newest technologies that is bringing a great revolution in the way business is 

conducted, with the flexibility, the cost-effectiveness and the efficiency it offers. According 

to Gartner[2], CC is one of the 10 most demanded and most perspective technologies to the 

success of companies and organizations. It offers a variety of services adapted to different 

development models. Despite all the advantages, CC contains a high level of risk because the 

basic services provided and maintained by third parties make it difficult to maintain the 

privacy and the security of data.Security remains a major inhibitor in the adoption of CC by 

business enterprises.  

The Albanian businesses could not stay away from this technology which is becoming a 

necessary part of the competition. In 2011, the number of the Albanian businesses that had 

implemented this technology was very low, almost less than 3% of large companies which 

offer various services and expand their business outside Albania as well. Here we can 

mention Vodafone Albania, Albtelecom or Infosoft. One of the reasons why this technology 

is not broadly adopted by the Albanian companies is its weakness regarding data security and 

its privacy[1]. 

The call to move to the cloud is powerful in the whole world, not only for foreign businesses 

but also for the Albanian companies seeking to stay in the market. The aim of this research is 

to provide a broader picture of the companies that offer this technology in order to see how 

they manage data security, what are their policies and how safe do they feel through the 

measures they have taken.  

One of the case studies mentioned in the article will be Albtelecom since a lot of the 

Albanian companies are interested in its offering because the data is stored within the 

Albanian borders, the access time is shorter and the costs are lower. For simplicity, we have 

joined the system aspects that will be covered in three identifying groups. These division is 

also based on the minimum standards that must be met by the providers of cloud computing 
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established by the Federal Office of Information Security in Germany and the Fraunhofer 

Society for Secure Information Technology. [3](Fig.1) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

2. Safety Analysis for the three biggest providers: Amazon AWS, Google Cloud, 

Microsoft Azure 

Infrastructure 

Regarding physical security, all of the three providers offer the same level of security. The 

physical security compared with other elements seems easily achievable and it is not much 

different from the security that can be found even at traditional data centers. The three 

companies are aware of the importance of providing a defense mechanism for data centers. 

Physical security includes data centers protected by physical mechanisms politics. The 

companies’ data centers are located in inaccessible environments. Critical objects have 

multiple break barriers accompanied even by high-level military controls that guard the 

objective perimeter. Their physical access is maintained by security staffs, everything is 

recorded on video, and there are specialized detection systems. The authorized staff must 

pass authentication checks of 2-3 steps. Special systems that detect fire, reduce the risk of 

fire, and use sensors to detect smoke are installed, as well as other mechanical tools are found 

in each storage space, in the server rooms and in other rooms. These areas are also protected 

through systems against water or gas. The electricity system is designed to have excess 

energy 24/7.The power supply units are activated in case of situations that damage the main 

system, offering also data storage during the moment of exchanging units and therefore 

avoiding any data loss. Data centers have cooling and storage systems to a certain 

temperature regardless of any climate change. For each device that is in the end of its 

lifespan, technical measures are taken to prevent that any information falls in the hands of 

unauthorized people. The data is destroyed according to the NIST 800-88 and DoD 5220.22-

M manual. [4][5][6][7] 

Network security and data security involves layers of protection to help secure the network 

from external attacks. The data security is accompanied by the creation of special groups of 

specialists who build and manage strategic security protection policies of the data. The 

network security strategy of these companies also includes: 

 Uses the ACL technology and management through firewalls  

 A high control access to network devices 

 Established checkpoints to provide better monitoring  

 Examines the records for errors that are hard to identify 

 Control centers have been set to monitor through specialized servers the traffic 

that comes from the outside 

Figure 1. Grouping according to the Federal Office of Information Security in Germany 
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 The usage of the HTTPS connection for secure browsing. The message sent via 

HTTPS is encrypted. Certificates or public keys such as the X.509 and RSA are 

used. For queries, a signature is required.  

 The servers have Linux versions which are customized to include components 

necessary to execute the companies’ applications. 

The companies provide two different methods to create reserves and to rebuild the previous 

states of the database: automatic reserve creation and database print screens. 

By setting it as a default option, the automatic backup enables the retrieval of data in time. 

This type of backup will record the same data as the register of actions according to a user-

defined period.  

The database print screens are started by the users in order to see the database state according 

to their requirements. These reserves can be created whenever the client wants them andthey 

will be saved until the customer decides to delete them.[8] 

 

Administration 

What makes the difference are the details that each of the companies offers only through 

personal contracts with the clients.  

There is careful monitoring and management. The latest technologies are used to have 

continuous and permanent monitoring. The working groups deal not only with the 

management aspect but they are also focused on creating new methods to deliver quality 

services. This is especially the case of Amazon and Google. 

There are groups that focus on identifying weaknesses, in order to continuously monitor and 

reveal weaknesses in services, hardware, networking, or in any aspect of management. 

Automatic and manual tests are periodically undertaken to validate the quality and safety of 

the systems. There is also the incident management group which serves 24/7. They are 

trained to deal with possible incidents. The situations that have a direct impact on consumers 

are treated with greater priority. There are also the groups of data asset management and 

physical security, who deal with the physical aspects of security, with the control testing and 

the quality management.[5][6][7] 

 

Contacts and auditing 

The following table provides a summary of all the certificates required by the industry and 

the companies’ relationships with them. It is clear that Amazon contains all certificates and 

therefore stands out in this aspect since Google Cloud lacks one of the mechanisms for 

prioritizing vulnerabilities according to an international standard.[4][8] 
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Figure 2. A summary of the certificates for the three providers 

 
3. Albtelecom 

Infrastructure 

Albtelecom has implemented two major data centers, one in the center of Tirana and the 

second, which serves as a support system in case of destruction, in Elbasan. It has a 

professional and globally certified staff for datacenter, networking, operating systems, 

hardware, security, application management, databases, etc. 

Data centers also offer availability access to 99.99% and good monitoring systems, power 

from 3 different UPSs, 4 professional cooling systems, detection systems and fire protection 

as well as a generator. The built-in infrastructure is safe and reliable, protected and 

automated, as well as cost effective and meets all the international requirements of cloud 

processing. Albtelecom collaborates with Cisco to provide the latest technology such as 

PBX-CUCM. 

The current capacity supports up to 30 thousand clients, a high figure for the Albanian 

market. These data centers are used primarily by large companies such as banks, public and 

private institutions, agencies, large, medium and small businesses that use portals etc. It is the 

lack of these services that has pushed many companies to save their data on external 

providers, but the problem is the limited access speed because of the distance. The tests 

conducted by the company in order to evaluate the speed of retrieving these data when they 

are saved within the country show that the speed is 30 times faster than that of abroad. [9] 

 

Administration  

Albtelecom has invested significantly in technology and training during the last 6 years. It 

also has strong partners and collaborates with HP, CISCO, IBM, Juniper, EMS, Microsoft, 

Oracle, Red Hat, McAfee, and Symantec. Albtelecom uses the Tier standardized 

methodology from 1 to 4 to measure performance, investment and return on investment of 

data centers. 

 

Contracts and auditing 

Albtelecom provides technical advisory to businesses regarding the services in order to assist 

them to accurately determine what they need. Safety is a key element of its cloud services. 

The data centers’ infrastructure is high-level and there is an appropriate commission that 

observes and issues certificates. There is no other data center in the region that offers this 
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level of certification. Regarding backup, the two data centers meet all the international 

standards. In case of problems, the clients are directly notified as they have required at the 

time of the contract signing. As mentioned above, the biggest advantage is the low cost of 

investing in this technology. Albtelecom also offers customers a reducing cost model 

especially regarding the "Capex" costs, the initial cost for setting up the infrastructure but 

also the "Opex" costs, which include the cost of infrastructure maintenance. 

 

Albtelecom defense mechanisms 

Indubitably, not everybody can access the data centers. There are access control lists that 

restrict and check the individuals who have access to the data. The transference or 

communication of data is protected by firewalls, anti-spam and anti viruses in order to control 

the incoming and outgoing information packages and to avoid any data flow from the data 

centers. These checks are performed on routers as well as on the arrival of packets. 

Albtelecom also provides another tool to control traffic loading or network lines called 

MRTG. As mentioned above, Albtelecom collaborates with Cisco for networks and 

infrastructure, therefore it also uses package management tools for configuration, 

management, monitoring, and issues that may occur to the CISCO networks. The package of 

these tools is called LMS. 

To protect its clients, Albtelecom offers the latest version of Internet protocols for 

communication regulation, IPv6, which offers a system for locating and identifying 

computers on the network and the routers’ traffic on the internet. Albtelecom has also 

security mechanisms within its technological infrastructure such as IPS/IDS in order to 

provide maximal protection against malicious traffic attacks. The IPS is designed to prevent 

these attacks while the IDS is designed to detect them. Albtelecom, like as many other 

international companies, offers a combination of these technologies for better security. [9] 

All companies, be them Albanian or foreign ones operating in Albania, have to comply with 

the only legal act of data protection in Albania. This law fully complies with the European 

Act for data protection in data centers. 

 

4. Conclusions  

The security measures taken regarding any physical or human attack were high at the data 

centers. The latest technology was used to control access to data centers. The administration 

in the three companies was focused on preventing situations by establishing working groups 

to manage, identify and create innovative solutions in case of problems. The three companies 

offer all of the necessary mechanism to secure better control of data through low costs. It is a 

common fact that the provider has control over the data and that 'risk' can only be managed 

by individual contracts that can be taken by the user, based on mechanisms provided by the 

provider but also the user itself in some cases. Albtelecom, the Albanian company that offers 

cloud storage services within the country borders, has a unique security standard that 

distinguishes it from other providers in the region. Although the aforementioned international 

providers offer the highest quality security, the users should choose the provider based on:  

1. Which is the one that fulfills best their requirements.  

2. The technical opportunities customers have in order to deal with cloud technology 

problems.  

3. The best financial model for the user. 
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Abstract 

One of the biggest problems that construction industry is faced with is delay during construction, 

which has a large impact on cost of projects. In the construction industry delay can be defined as 

the time overrun either beyond the contractor date or beyond the date that the parties agreed upon 

for delivery of a project (Assaf and Al-Hejji, 2006 ). Analysing delays is very difficult for the large 

number of activities that the project splits even for the small or medium projects because you have 

to deal with a hundred number of activities. 

Lowsley and Linnett, (2006) confirmed that critical path that show up from delay analysis 

determine the cause(s) of the delays in order to ascertain whether a shift of time should be provide. 

In this paper is demonstrated how we optimize and implement  the critical path under Daily 

Windows Analysing (DWA)  method  in primavera 8.2 program without take in consideration the 

acceleration of owners or construction and resource allocation. 

In this research a real case study has been implemented with computerized schedule analysis with 

Daily Windows Analysing (DWA)   model in order to consider all redness (critical) paths and 

shows all the progress updates and delays. To facilitate these Daily Windows Analysing (DWA) 

methods we used Primavera 8.2 program which integrated project management, scheduling, 

planning and optimize the critical path.  

  

Key words: Critical Path, Delay, Daily Windows Analysing Methods 

 

1. Introduction 

Every company that tenderize for construction of projects they show up with an as-planned 

schedule plan that shows how the  work may progress, most of the time is prepared by a 

planner that has rights experience and abilities information. During the construction phase, is 

unlikely to be strictly to the schedule , for that reason at various point for the contractor is 

likely revise the as-plan schedule to ensure deadline will be reflect in the updated progress 

schedule (Lowsley and Linnett, 2006). Progress updates can be accurately recording by 

percentage of activity completed and be always aware by analysing activities that are in  the 

critical path or near the critical path, then we achieve an optimize as-build and as-planned 

project Hegazy et al.(2005) . Accordingly, we can identify when variance of start and finish 

date of as-planed and as-build dates are increased that means that our project is in delays so 

more activity fall in critical path or reverse.    

The traditional daily windows delay analysis is illustrated in this paper through a real 

example during excavation of Powerhouse building of ‘’Ternova Hydropower 8.3MW ‘’ with 

primavera 8.2 program implementation of this case. 

 

2. Daily windows analysis 

Different researcher during the time  traded  demonstrate changes in the traditional windows 

analysis methods, one of them was Zhang (2003) that introduced the changes in this methods 

to resolve some of its drawbacks. He used this method to capture and analyses all the 

fluctuations in redness path (critical path). The example shows the process of excavations for 

foundations of P-H building, splitting in several activities, so we can use for demonstrate this 

new methods.  
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Activities are aligned with each other in finish to star relationship, so activities 2 follow 

activity 1, so in the same way activity 3 has predecessors activity 2, activity 4 has 

predecessors activity 3, and activity 5 is a successors of activity 4. The original duration (as-

planed duration) is 13 work days, while the actuals duration (as-build) is 16 work days, so we 

face with seven-day project delay.  

 Analysing the three-days delays what cause them and how to apportion them among the 

responsible parties is one of the first steps for starting the project construction with original 

schedule. 

The fig. 1 shows how the days are entered in programs. There are made some assumption 

before starting the construction, Saturday and Sundays are holidays, one shift is 8 

hours/persons and this method shows daily progress of work, so it shows daily.   

The terms used in the daily progress events shown on Gant-chart are as follows: 

 Numbers 1,2…5 ore combined are number ID of the activities that represent   work. 

 Activity name are the work splitting process. 

 Predecessors and Successors show the activity relationships. 

 Original duration is the original activity 

 Actual duration shows the work that had done. 

 Remaining duration shows the work that need to be done. 

 Variance analysis shows delays of activity compared from baselines on start, finish and 
duration analysis. 

 A percentage on column or in bar charts represent amount of work done. 

 Delays activity shows even the critical path or redness activity. 

 

In the example we demonstrate how we optimize the critical path with Daily Windows 

Analysing method and how is implemented this method in Primavera 8.2 program process of 

sixteen windows analysed as follows: 

 

Day 1, 2 and 3: The project did not face any delays, so the original duration is the same 13 

days. 

 
Fig. 1: Entering the Daily Events 

 

Day 4 (Fig. 2): Based on report ping up from primavera 8.2 program for comparisons of 

baselines we are faced with one day delay. Variance of Finish date is -1, so it meant that the 

finish day is extended with one day and  based on critical path (1-2-3-4-5) this delay is 

caused by contractor because the activity that is in delay is  ‘’Excavation of foundation with 

excavator’’  and  most of the time the excavators have mechanical problems.  
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Fig 2 .Daily windows Analysis Showing the Windows of day 4 

 

Day 9 (Fig. 3): As is shows in fig 3.3 another delay occur  during the process of work, but 

this time delays responsibility is from part of supervisors or in other words from owner, 

because the contractors need the approval of this phase to start with successors processes. So 

the process of work extends to 16 days. 

 

 
Fig .3 .Daily windows Analysis Showing the Windows of day 9 

 

Day 10-16: Project duration remains sixteen days because it occurred no additional delays.   

 
Fig .4 .Daily windows Analysis Showing the Windows of day 16, activity all completed 

 

3. Conclusion 

Analysing from the baselines comparison report the variance of the finish date was -1, so it 

means that occurred one-day delay and the responsibility was the contractor.  
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Although, the most critical the two-day delays occurs from the owner because the contractor 

cannot start other phases   of work without the owner approval of previous work done. 

Using the daily windows analysing methods with one windows size and a representation of 

the progress, a computerized schedule analysis model has been introduced. This example 

doesn’t take in consideration multiple baseline updates and over allocation resource 

management. 

The projects update and project schedule has been updates each day, including all the 

variance (delays), critical path analysing till the as-build plan is achieved. 

It is not change the relationship between activities so it was take in consideration Finish-Start 

(F-S) align, so when  a new baseline is create and assign to the project the dates that are 

comparison with the old baseline  and the difference  gives as the delay activity and 

responsibly  of this delay. 

Analysing delay of the activity we find the critical path and the activity that are near to the 

critical path, so we can be aware of the risk that we can face. 

In this model we conclude that to achieve a more accurate plan we should entered progress 

data daily. So, the daily percentage can be calculated more easily and records for critical 

activities and delays are more accurate and optimize. 

Although, the algorithm language of the Primavera 8.2 program is very advance we face in 

other difficulties, like this methods is not very convenience to use in big projects because 

during the as-build plan, the as-plan project it needs to change the duration or the logic 

relationship maybe needs to be change by the request of contractor or owner to achieve the 

deadline milestone.  

So, in the future it needs other research for using different relationships of activities , take in 

consideration overall resource management and using multiple baselines. 
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Abstract 

In this paper some mathematical tools used for analysis of the correlated random variables (RV) 

joint statistics, describing the statistical behavior of the multipath faded signal envelope in 

Rayleigh fading environment, are presented. The asymptotic behavior of the multivariate Rayleigh 

probability density function (pdf) maximums is analyzed, for different values of system 

parameters, like correlation coefficient and average power of Rayleigh RV. 

 

Keywords: correlated random variables, probability density function (pdf), Rayleigh distribution, 

Rayleigh fading channel model 

 

1 Introduction 

The mobile terrestrial and satellite channels operate in environments that are interference and 

bandwidth limited, where propagation characteristics are more complicated and multipath-

induced fading and shadowing are a common problem [1]. A great number of channel models 

have been proposed to describe the statistics of the amplitude and phase of multipath faded 

signals [2]. The rapid fluctuations of the instantaneous received signal power due to multipath 

effects are usually described with Rayleigh, Rician, Nakagami or Weibull model [1-4], 

depending on the nature of the propagation environment. This paper discusses the case of 

Rayleigh model, proposed for radio transmission in urban areas where the direct LoS (line-of-

sight) component between transmitter and receiver does not exist [3]. The envelope of 

received signal consisting of a large number of multiple reflective paths, with no LoS 

component, is statistically described by Rayleigh probability density function (pdf). 

In order to simplify the analysis, it is convenient to assume that the mutipath components are 

uncorrelated and independent identically distributed (i.i.d), but in real life scenarios, the 

effect of correlation between the combined signals has to be taken into account for the 

accurate system performance analysis. In this paper, the correlated Rayleigh fading 

amplitudes are analyzed, and the effect of non-identical power distribution is also 

contributed. Some asymptotic behavior of multivariate Rayleigh pdfs ratio is analyzed. 

 

2 Rayleigh fading channel model and characterization 

The Rayleigh distribution is frequently used to model multipath fading with no direct line-of-

sight (LoS) path between transmitter and receiver. In this case, the fading signal amplitude is 

distributed according to Rayleigh pdf [3]: 

 
22

exp ,   0z

z z
p z z

 
    
  

 (1) 

where random variable z presents the received signal level, while  presents the average 

signal power, defined as: 
2E[ ]z  (2) 

where E [.] presents the expectation operator. 
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Rayleigh model is viewed as a reasonable model for tropospheric and ionospheric signal 

propagation [1] as well as the effect of heavily built-up urban environments [3]. It is the most 

applicable when there is no dominant propagation along a line of sight between the 

transmitter and receiver. The central limit theorem holds that, if there is a sufficiently much 

scatter, the channel impulse response will be well modeled as a Gaussian process irrespective 

of the distribution of the individual components. If there is no dominant component to the 

scatter, then such a process will have a zero mean and a phase evenly distributed between 0 

and 2 radians [3]. The envelope of the channel response will therefore be a Rayleigh 

distributed random variable. 

Rayleigh fading channel can be modeled by generating the real and imaginary parts of a 

complex number according to independent normal Gaussian variables. There are many 

popularized models for generating Rayleigh RV, like Jakes’ model, based on summing 

sinusoids [1]. From a purely mathematical standpoint, the bivariate Rayleigh distribution can 

be viewed as the joint statistics of the envelopes of two correlated chi-square RV of degree 2. 

The bivariate Rayleigh pdf is given by [5]: 

 
   1 2

2 2
1 21 2 1 2

, 1 1 2 2 0

1 2 1 2 1 2

24 1
, ; , , exp

1 1 1
z z

z zz z z z
p z z I




  

   
                         

 (3) 

where 2

i iz   (i=1,2) presents the the average i-th signal power, and  is the correlation 

coefficient defined as: 

2 2 2 2

1 2 1 2Cov , Var[ ] Var[ ] ,  0 1z z z z        (4) 

with Var [.] presenting the variance operator and I0(.) is the zero-th order modified Bessel 

function of the first kind [6]. 

Some infinite series representations of the trivariate and quadrivariate Nakagami-m and 

Rayleigh distributions are given in [7-10], while some Gaussian class multivariate 

distributions with generalized correlation are presented in [11]. The asymptotic behavior of 

bivariate Rayleigh pdfs ratio is analyzed in [12], while some methods of generating a 

temporally correlated Rayleigh faded sequences are given in [13-14]. 

Some infinite series representations of cumulative distribution function (cdf) according to (3) 

are given in [5]: 

   
   1 2

2 2
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, 1 1 2 2
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F z z P k P k  

 





   
                   

  (5) 

with P(, x) presenting a common form of the incomplete gamma function [6]. 

Rayleigh fading model, including correlative fading amplitudes, is used in cellular 

communication systems where the small-size terminals equipped with space antenna diversity 

does not provide the sufficient antenna spacing, so the fading among the various signal paths 

can not be modeled as independent [1]. In such instances, the received signal consists of two 

or more replicas of the transmitted signal with fading amplitudes that are correlated RV. In 

order to evaluate the system performance it is necessary to study the joint statistics of 

correlated RV with probability distribution characterized by corresponding channel model. 

 

3 Numerical examples 

The analysis of bivariate Rayleigh pdf maximums distribution, depending on correlation 

coefficient, fading depth and average signal power, is illustrated in Figs.1-8. The impact of 

correlation coefficient value, for fixed values of fading depth and identically power 

distribution scenario, is presented in Figs.1-4, with  decreasing from the value 0.95 to the 

value 0.1. 
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Fig. 1. Probability plot and density plot for =0.95, 1=1, 2=1 
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Fig. 2. Probability plot and density plot for =0.8, 1=1, 2=1 
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Fig. 3. Probability plot and density plot for =0.3, 1=1, 2=1 

It can be concluded that for higher values of  plotted points are closer to the diagonal line 

(z1=z2) in density plot plane, which is given for each probability plot. It is also concluded that 

the pdf maximums achieve higher values when  increases, as it is illustrated in Figs.1-4. 
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Fig. 4. Probability plot and density plot for =0.1, 1=1, 2=1 

The influence of non-identical power distribution on pdfs maximum distribution, for fixed 

values of correlation coefficient, is presented in Figs.5-7. 
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Fig. 5. Probability plot and density plot for =0.5, 1=20, 2=1 
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Fig. 6. Probability plot and density plot for =0.5, 1=1, 2=1 
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Fig. 7. Probability plot and density plot for =0.5, 1=1, 2=20 

It can be concluded that pdfs maximums achieve higher values for approximately equal 

values of average signal power 1 and 2. The dislocation of maximums positions in z1-z2 

plane is also significant, for higher values of difference between 1 and 2, as it is presented 

in Figs.5-7. 

The behavior of pdf maximums, in the case when one of the variables (z1) is treated as a 

parameter, while the other (z2) is set to certain constant values, is presented in Fig.8. In this 

way, the pdf curves family is obtained, showing the increasing and after that, the decreasing 

of the maximums’ values, for higher values of z2. 
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Fig. 8. Pdf curves family obtained for predetermined constant values of z2, with z1 treated as a 

parameter, for =0.5, 1=1, 2=1 

Simulation results 

Some methods for generating a correlated Rayleigh sequences are given in [13-14], based on 

Clark and Gan’s fading model and adapted Young and Beaulieu’s technique. In simulation 

technique presented in this paper two Gaussian random sequences are generated, multiplied 

by the Doppler spectrum and added with each other (after taking the inverse Fourier 

transform) to generate a complex sequence. Taking the absolute value of this complex signal 

results with the desired Rayleigh distributed envelope with the required temporal correlation. 
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The probability density function for Gaussian mixture distribution is given in Fig.9, defining 

a two-component mixture of bivariate Gaussian distributions. 
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Fig. 9. Pdf for Gaussian mixture distribution, defining a two-component mixture of bivariate 

Gaussian distributions 

Rayleigh random sequences generated with different Doppler frequencies fm are presented in 

Fig.10. Increasing or decreasing the Doppler frequency value is used to generate Rayleigh 

RV with the desired temporal correlation. Increasing the Doppler frequency would increase 

the randomness in the channel, whereas decreasing it would smooth out the output sequence, 

as it is presented in Fig.10. 
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Fig. 10. Correlated Rayleigh sequences for different values of Doppler frequency 

Conclusions 

This paper presents the joint statistics of correlated Rayleigh random variables, describing the 

received signal envelope fluctuations in heavily built-up urban environment and also for 

tropospheric and ionospheric propagation conditions. The obtained results show the 

asymptotic behavior of the bivariate Rayleigh pdf maximums, which is very important for 

system performance analysis, since the performance measures are related to the received 

signal pdf. The influence of correlation coefficient and non-identical fading paths power 
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distribution on pdfs maximum position is analyzed, including corresponding analytical 

expressions, numerical examples and simulation results. 
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Abstract 

Unsupervised learning and semi-supervised learning are two important domains of machine 

learning with wide applications in various fields of research. The unsupervised learning algorithms 

operate on sets of unlabeled data points revealing patterns in these points by grouping them into 

several clusters based only on the similarity between the points. The conventional fuzzy c-means 

algorithm is one of the most important unsupervised learning algorithms. The resulting clusters of 

this algorithm are not crisp, allowing a point to have a partial membership in several clusters 

simultaneously.  

Semi-supervised learning algorithms operate on sets of data points where some additional (non-

complete) information is provided, like a few labeled points or some constraint about data points 

that must or must not belong to the same cluster. The additional information can provide guidance 

for the learning process, which enables improvements in the efficiency of the algorithm. In this 

paper we will firstly discuss in a theoretical way some techniques of adapting the conventional 

fuzzy c-means clustering to utilize the presence of labeled data, thus conducting a semi-supervised 

learning procedure. Secondly we will experimentally evaluate and compare the efficiency of these 

techniques. 

 

Keywords: clustering, semi-supervised learning, unsupervised learning, fuzzy c-means 

 

1. Introduction 

Clustering and classification are two closely related research areas that have gained wide 

attention due to their large range of applicability including business, medicine, pattern 

recognition, cognitive sciences etc. The central idea about clustering is the distribution of the 

data points into groups (clusters) such that the data points inside the same cluster are more 

similar to each other than to the data points in other clusters [1]. It typically works in 

scenarios where no information is provided about the membership of any data point to 

predefined classes. For this reason clustering is described as an unsupervised learning 

technique.  On the other hand, the classification process relies on some available information 

about the data, i.e. a set of labels that associate the data instances. Essentially the 

classification process is the assignment of the new data points to the predefined labels. So the 

labeled points instruct the assignment of new unlabeled data points. For this reason clustering 

is described as a supervised learning technique [2].  

In many real-world situations we are provided a few labeled data points while the majority of 

the data points is unlabeled, so we are neither in a situation of complete knowledge nor in a 

situation of a total absence of knowledge. Also in real-world applications we may be 

provided some constraints about pairs of data points that are known that belong to the same 

class or pairs of data points that are known that must not be belong to the same cluster. In 

these cases certainly it is not possible to apply supervised learning algorithms (as the 

provided information is far from being complete), but also not utilizing the provided 

additional information and proceeding in an unsupervised way would be a suboptimal choice 

[3]. The optimal choice in this case is to take into consideration both labeled and unlabeled 

data to create the structure of the complete data set. This methodology is known as semi-

supervised learning or partially-supervised learning.  
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Typical applications of semi-supervised learning are in medical diagnosis in the cases where 

it is infeasible to obtain labels of the whole medical data, in web retrieval where labeling all 

documents would be prohibitively expensive, in image processing where only several objects 

or regions of the image are labeled, information filtering where knowledge about the user’s 

profile is limited. The common aspect in all the applications mentioned above is how to 

utilize the availability of some knowledge about the data [4]. 

The fuzzy approach to the clustering and classification problems provides more flexibility 

compared to the crisp (hard) approach, as it allows data points to have partial memberships (a 

real value in the interval ]0,1[ ).  Thus a data point may belong simultaneously to several 

clusters. This approach is not only more flexible, but it also more realistic. The central ideas 

about unsupervised and semi-supervised clustering are the same for both crisp (hard) 

clustering and fuzzy clustering. In the following sections we will discuss in a more detailed 

way only about the fuzzy clustering. Firstly we will briefly describe the conventional fuzzy c-

means algorithm and then will discuss the two important techniques of adapting this 

algorithm to operate in a semi-supervised way utilizing the presence of labeled data. The first 

technique is the distance-based semi-supervised clustering and the second one is the 

constraint-based semi-supervised clustering [4]. 

 

2. The conventional fuzzy c-means clustering algorithm 

The aim of this algorithm is to categorize a set of data points into several clusters (classes) 

based only on the similarity between the data points. The points may have partial 

membership in several clusters, while the sum of the membership values into distinct clusters 

must be equal to 1. The algorithm tries to minimize the objective function [1]: 

 

 

 

where n represents the number of in the data stet, c represents the number of the clusters,  

the center (prototype) of the j-th cluster,   the  -th element,  the membership of the  

element in the  cluster,  the square of the distance from  to  according to some 

distance metrics (dissimilarity metrics), and  the fuzzy exponent which varies in . 

There are several possible choices for the distance metrics like the Euclidean distance, the 

Manhattan distance, the Minkowski distance, the maximum distance, the Pearson correlation 

distance etc.  

The algorithm takes as input the number of the clusters (c), the fuzzy exponent φ (such that  

φ > 1) and the tolerance scale . The algorithm is described by the given pseudo-code [1]: 

 

1. Pick c (random) points as the initial centers of the clusters. 

2. Assign k=1 

3. Compute the distance from each point and each center according to chosen distance 

metrics.  

4. Update the partition matrix , with entries =   

5. Compute the new centers  

6. If  then TERMINATE, otherwise increment k and jump to step 3. 
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3. The distance-based semi-supervised fuzzy c-means algorithm 

The aim of this algorithm is to utilize the provided knowledge (the labeled data points) to 

guide the clustering process. The typical approach of distance-based semi-supervised 

algorithms is a modification in the objective function which has to be minimized [4]:  

 

 

 

where n, c, , , ,  are the same as in the previous section, and  represents the 

membership of the j-th labeled pattern in the i-th cluster,  is a “flag” whose value is 1 if the 

j-th data point is labeled and 0 if it is unlabeled. Finally  is a parameter which controls the 

influence of the labeled points. In the particular case when  (i.e. no influence of the 

labeled points) the objective function becomes the same as in the conventional fuzzy c-means 

algorithm. 

As it can be noticed, our case is an objective function optimization model for semi-supervised 

clustering. This is a modification of the fuzzy c-means algorithm by adding another 

summation term to the objective function. This summation term expresses the relationship 

among the clusters and the classes representing the labels. Also we are assuming that the 

number of clusters is predefined, thus avoiding one of the critical issues of the fuzzy c-means 

algorithm. It is known that the two most critical issues of the fuzzy c-means are the choice of 

the number of the clusters and the assignment of the physical labels to the clusters at 

termination [8]. 

The modified distance–based fuzzy c-means adapted for semi-supervised learning is 

described by the given pseudo-code [5]: 

1. Initialize the number of clusters, the partition matrix and the matrix containing 

the labeled values .  

2. Assign k = 1. 

3. Compute the new centers  

4. Compute the distance from each point and each center according to chosen distance 

metrics.  

5. Update the partition matrix , with entries =   

6. If  then TERMINATE, otherwise increment k and jump to step 3. 

 

4. The constraint-based semi-supervised fuzzy c-means algorithm 

In this algorithm we utilize as extra knowledge two sets of constraints:  (the must-link 

constraints set) and  (the cannot-link constraints set). The set  consists of unordered pairs 

of data points , such that  yields that the data points  and  should 

belong to the same cluster. The set  consists of unordered pairs of data points , such 

that  yields that the data points  and  cannot belong to the same cluster. 

 

The adaption in this case is again based on a modification that we make to the objective 
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function that has to be minimized [6]: 

 

 

 

where the notation is the same as in the previous sections. Notice that we have added two 

other terms to the original form of the objective function, where both of them are controlled 

by the parameter α. The first added term is quantitatively affected by the violation of the 

constraints of the set  and the second one is quantitatively affected by the violation of the 

constraints of the set . Notice that the computations are based in the membership values of 

the data points in the respective clusters. The resulting partition will tend to keep as small as 

possible the number of clusters and the number of the constraints which are not satisfied. 

The modified constraint-based fuzzy c-means adapted for semi-supervised learning is 

described by the given pseudo-code: 

 

1. Initialize the number of clusters, and the partition matrix  with a uniform 

distribution (same membership degree of the data points into the initial clusters). 

2. Assign k = 1. 

3. Update the partition matrix , with entries  

Here  and ,  

4. Compute the new centers  

5. Compute the distance from each point and each center according to chosen distance 

metrics.  

6. If  then TERMINATE, otherwise increment k and jump to step 3. 

 

5. Experimental results 

In order to analyze and compare the effectiveness of the algorithms that were discussed 

theoretically in the sections 2, 3 and 4, we have conducted several experiments on six data 

sets. Four of these data sets are some well-known data sets of UCI machine learning 

repository [9], namely: Iris, Wine, Yeast and Breast Cancer Wisconsin. The two other 

datasets are two synthetic data sets Synth1 and Synth2. The details of these data sets are 

provided in Table 1.   

 
Table 1. Details of the used data sets 

Data set 
Number of 

attributes 

Number of 

instances 

Iris 4 150 

Dermatology 33 366 

Breast Cancer 

Wisconsin 
10 699 

Yeast 8 1484 

Synth1 9 250 

Synth2 12 320 

For each dataset we have applied the fuzzy c-means algorithm once, the distance-based semi-
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supervised fuzzy clustering algorithm four times with different rates of labeled instances 

(respectively 3%, 8%, 12% and 15%) and the constraint-based semi-supervised fuzzy 

clustering algorithm four times with different number of constraints (expressed as percentage 

of the total number of the entries, approximately 3%, 8%, 12% and 15%).  Our comparison 

criterion is the classification accuracy. The obtained results are summarized in Table 2. 

 
Table 2. Classification accuracy of the algorithms in the respective sets 
 

Data set 

Fuzzy 

c-means 

Distance-based semi-

supervised fuzzy c-means 

Constraint-based semi-

supervised fuzzy c-means 

0% 3% 8% 12% 15% 3% 8% 12% 15% 

Iris 0.87 0.89 0.9 0.92 0.93 0.88 0.89 0.91 0.9 

Dermatology 0.55 0.61 0.65 0.67 0.7 0.64 0.67 0.71 0.69 

Breast Cancer 

Wisconsin 
0.63 0.68 0.74 0.72 0.78 0.66 0.69 0.71 0.73 

Yeast 0.68 0.7 0.77 0.79 0.81 0.71 0.76 0.75 0.77 

Synth1 0.75 0.79 0.79 0.83 0.82 0.77 0.79 0.8 0.81 

Synth2 0.71 0.75 0.78 0.8 0.77 0.76 0.77 0.79 0.82 

 

As it seen from the table 2, the semi-supervised approach is almost always more efficient 

than the unsupervised conventional fuzzy c-means algorithm. Even with small percentages of 

labeled data there are improvements in the classification accuracy of the algorithms. On the 

other hand we did not observe any significant difference between the distance-based and 

constraint-based semi-supervised fuzzy clustering. Another important observation is that 

when the percentage of labeled data points increases, the classification accuracy is generally 

improved, but also rarely the increase in the percentage of labeled data points may not change 

or may even slightly deteriorate the classification accuracy.  

 

6. Conclusions  

The paper discussed techniques of adapting the conventional fuzzy c-means algorithm (a 

well-known unsupervised learning algorithm) to operate in a more efficient way in 

circumstances where some additional (but not complete) information is provided.  Actually 

the discussed modifications minimize other objective functions, they are new algorithms 

inspired by the fuzzy c-means algorithm. The first technique was the distance-based semi-

supervised clustering algorithm in the case the additional information was a set of labelled 

data points. The second techniques was the constraint-based semi-supervised clustering 

algorithm in the case the additional information was some constraints about pairs of data 

points that are known that belong to the same class or pairs of data points that are known that 

must not be belong to the same cluster. 

Experimental results on four benchmark data sets and two synthetic data sets provided 

evidence of a better efficiency of the semi-supervised fuzzy clustering compared to the 

unsupervised conventional fuzzy c-means clustering.  
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Abstract 
Using the pedagogically sound and diagnostic examples of Chong et al.[1]has been proven a very 

interesting and useful tool in cryptography teaching. The correct use of cryptographic examples 

needs the generation of particular situations avoiding obtaining any correct answer in case of any 

wrong implementation of the algorithm and also detecting the type of error made.  

In this paper some ideas and procedures generating sound and diagnostic examples for some known 

cryptosystems are presented. The cryptosystems studied are an important part not only in 

cryptography teaching as “textbook cryptosystems”, but also in some practical security protocols.  

The JAVA / Maple / C++ algorithms presented, generate diagnostic examples, in which all error 

paths lead to different wrong answers. Using them one can easily generate exercises that are not 

“sound”.  

Some of the algorithms that generate strong examples can be easily adapted for generating 

diagnostic examples too.The examples generated by these agorithms can also be used to avoid cases 

in which a wrong choise of the key makes the cryptosystem easily broken. 

Thesemethods  can also be used even in generating cryptographic examples  but also in other 

disciplines for example generating strong or diagnostic examples infinancial mathematics ,micro-

economy’ finance and in other modules or generating matrix equations and being sure about the 

number of solutionswithout solving them firstly, ect… 

 

Keywords: strong example, sound example, diagnostic example, ex-ample generator, , EMO1, 

EMO2, zero – knowdlege protocols, Fiat – Shamir. 

 

1. Introduction 

This paper is a presentation of different cryptosystems and the most common errors done by 

the students during the calculations in each step they take in the process of encrypting and 

decrypting. 

In the process of learning cryptography students exercise their skills on encrypting and 

decrypting through different examples on several cryptosystems (RSA,Massey-

Omura,EMO1,etc) and several protocols. Sometimes even when they follow a wrong method 

they may get the right answer. To avoid this problem we are considering a method that 

consists on generating examples that can be solved only by following the right steps of the 

algorithm and cannot take the right answer if one of the steps of the algorithm is not followed 

correctly. 

It  is very important that a student who learns Information Computer Technology because they 

have to develop the ability to implement some software in PC, telephones, credit / debit cards, 

and in many electronic objects which can be used as surveillance equipment or objects on 

which depends the personal security (privacy), many business security or banks to the security 

of the state, etc... 

Using a Java application or a Maple we can generate diagnostic examples, or strong examples 

that can be used to show the students the different errors on the algorithm steps that will lead 

them to the wrong answer.  

Initially are presented the analytical algorithms for encryption and decoding protocols 

reviewed and cryptosystems, errors that can be made during the generation of examples and 

ways to avoid each of these errors. Once submitted the problem and ways are needed to build 

the examples that are avoiding these errors, some algorithms appear in Maple or in Java for 
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each case. Through the execution of these  algorithms, one can generate strong examples or 

diagnostic examples depending on the program algorithm. 

This conclusion can also be used even in constructing algorithms not only in cryptography but 

also in other disciplines for example generating different types of differential equations 

without solving them firstly or solving matrix equations and being sure about the number of 

solution. 

 

1. Preliminary data 
Definition1 : An encryption scheme is said to be breakable if a third party, without prior 

knowledge of the key pair (e; d), can systematically recover plaintext from corresponding 

ciphertext within some appropriate time frame.  

 

Definition 2: Let P be a cryptographic primitive and X0 an algorithm that takes on Y 

calculations. Consider as [4] a wrong algorithms system X1, X2... Xk for Y, that can be used. 

 A data system X for the algorithm Y is called strong if every other wrong algorithm 

execution from the wrong algorithm system over the data system, takes on a different result 

from the exact algorithm over it. In symbols this will be stated as:  

},...,2,1{),()( 0 kiXXXX i 
 

A system X is called diagnostic if the action of any two algorithms from the wrong system 

algorithms on data systems, leads to different answers. In symbols it will be expressed: 

[4]
   

),()(},,...,2,1,0{, XXXXjikji ji 
   

 

From the definition of strong systems and diagnostic respectively, seems that  strong system 

can be considered as a result of the diagnostic system for j = 0, and any i. 

 

Definition 3 (Zero Knowledge): A protocol (P; V ) is called (black box) zero-knowledge (ZK) 

if there exists an efcient simulator S with access to a (possibly) dishonest efficient verifier V’ 

such that for every V’ it outputs a simulated transcript T’ which is indistinguishable from the 

real transcript T. 

 

The generation of strong cryptographic systems and diagnostic cryptographic systems is 

strongly racomanded not only in teaching tecniques but even in generating new cryptosystems 

or protocolls. Through these systems, we try to avoid all possible errors that can be done 

during cryptosystem step calculations. That an be encouragement to generate programiming 

algorithms that makes the known  cryptosystems stronger by chosing the correct key or to 

generate new ones. The following are some of cryptosystems together with the theoretical 

overview, errors that should be avoided as well as the corresponding algorithms in Maple or 

Java with strong cryptographic examples or diagnostic ones. 

 
 

2. Massey – Omura CRYPTOSYSTEM 

Encoding and Decoding Algorithm  

 We suppose that everyone has agreed upon a finite field Zp which is fixed and publicly 

known.  

 Each user of the system secretly selects a random integer u, r between 0 and p - 1 such 

that g.c.d. (u, p - 1) = 1 and (r, p-1) =1. 

 Using the Euclidean algorithm, computes its inverse v=u-1mod(p-1) and s=r-1mod(p-1)  

 If user A (Alice) wants to send a message M to user B (Bob), first she need to convert 

the alphanumeric message to numeric message M, then computes M1=Mu mod p and 

sends it to Bob 
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 Without attempting to make sense of it, he raises it to his r and sends 

2 1 mod mod
r urM M p M p   

 back to Alice. 

 The third step is for Alice to unravel the message part of the way by rising to the v-th 

power 
3 2 mod mod mod

v urv rM M p M p M p  
 
sending it back again to Bob. 

 He can read the message just by raising this to the s-th power  

4 3 mod mod
s rsM M p M p M  

 .
 

 

To make it possible (to build strong cryptographic examples or diagnostic samples) 

during encryption should be noted that: 

One have to chose a public key n such that its canonical form  is achieved from 

multiplying two prime factors. 

I) Encryption algorithm is performed over a finite field of characteristic p relatively large 

II) As private keys should be chosen: 

1. (u,p-1)=1 so the key u should be respectively prime to p-1 because of the chosen value 

key u there exist the inverse element v. 

2. u≠v  If the encrypting key  u will be equal to the key  v there is the possibility that the 

algorithm will be executed even if one will not find the inverse v=u-1mod(p-1) and the 

result can be correct. In these way we cannot be sure if there are followed all the right 

steps of the algorithm.  

3. u≠r encryption keys of communicating parties must be different because otherwise the 

decoding keys would be the same as the computation are made in the same area. 

Random selection of the same keys increases the chance of transmitting the plaintext 

rather than encrypted one. If the receiver incorrectly encrypts the message with his key 

s instead of r then he transmits the plaintext instead of the code. With this condition is 

also avoided the situation where performs actions by sender or recipient only.   

4. u≠s reasoning similar to the case of point 3. 

5. (r,p-1)=1  r – key must also be respectively prime to  p  so one can compute the 

inverse s.[6] 

6. s≠v reasoning is similar to the case of point 3 too. 

7. r≠s reasoning is similar to the case of point 2. 

III) Computations for finding the inverse element must be performed by module p – 1 and 

not module p.  

 

Some s commonly made during the algorithm steps computations  are: 

(a) Do exponentiation mod p - 1 instead of mod p to compute  M1  , M2, M3, M4   

(b) One can get the inverses v , s mod p instead of mod p – 1; 

(c) One can get the opposite  of  u , r instead of  the inverse v, s  respectively; 

(d) Swap the modulus and u when computing u-1(or similarly when computing r-1). The field 

characteristic can be confused with the private key during the coresponding inverse 

evaluations (ie instead found v mod (p-1)  [s mod (p-1)], one can evaluate (p-1)-1 mod u [(p-1)-

1 mod r] ; 

 (e) Is used u instead of v (s instead of  r); 

 

This Maple algorithm generates strong cryptographic examples. Because some conditions are 

executed  at the same step of the algorithm that does not  tell us exactly which of the errors are 

avoided. If we just separate the “if conditions” adding them the corresponding error message 

than we can generate diagnostic examples that can demostrate even what type of error has 

occurred. 
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> restart; 

`crypt/alphabet` := 

`abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz` 

||`ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ` 

||```1234567890-=~!@#$£%^&*()_+` 

||` ,./<>?;':"[]{}|    `: 

> ne_numra := proc(st, string)  

local ll, nn, ss, ii;   

ll := length(st); 

if ll = 0 then RETURN(0) fi;  

nn := 1; 

for ii to ll do  

ss := SearchText(substring(st, ii .. 

ii),`crypt/alphabet`); 

nn := 100*nn + ss  

od; 

nn - 10^(2*ll)  

end: 

> ne_germa := proc(nn, integer)  

local ss, mm, ll, pp, ii, ans; mm := nn; 

ll := floor(1/2*trunc(evalf(log10(mm))))+1; 

ans := ``; for ii to ll do mm := mm/100; 

pp := 100*frac(mm); 

ss := substring(`crypt/alphabet`, pp..pp); 

ans := cat(ss, ans); mm := trunc(mm) 

od; ans end: 

> with(numtheory): 

with(RandomTools):with(linalg): 

> 

TekstiHapur:=Array([KR,IP,TO,GR,AF,IA]); 
TekstiHapur  := KR, IP, TO, GR, AF, IA[ ]

 
> Mesazhi:=map(ne_numra,TekstiHapur); 

Mesazhi  := 3744, 3542, 4641, 3344, 2732, 3527[ ]
 

> m0:=ArrayNumElems(TekstiHapur); 
m0 := 6

 
> rg:=3256984:phi(rg); 

1504800
 

> p:=Generate(posint(range=rg)): if 

(type(p,prime))  then  p  else 

Çelës_tjeter_privat end if; çelësi_publik: 
2578153

 
> u:=Generate(posint(range=p-1));  

u1:=jep_nje_çelës_tjeter_u: 
u := 1774687

 
> r:=Generate(posint(range=p-

1));r1:=jep_nje_çelës_tjeter_r: 
r := 1645157

 

> if (gcd(u,p-1)=1) then v:=modp((1/u),p-1) 

else u1 end if; 
v := 842863

 
> if (gcd(u,p-1)<>1 or gcd(u,p)<>1 or 

v=modp((1/u),n-1) or u=v) then u1 end if; 

> if (r=u or r=v) then r1 end if; 

> if (gcd(r,p-1)=1) then s:=modp((1/r),p-1) 

else r1 end if; 
s := 1084565

 
> if (gcd(r,p-1)<>1 or gcd(r,p)<>1 or 

s=modp((1/r),p)) then r1 end if; 

> if (s=u or s=v or s=r) then r1 end if; 

> if (v=(1/u) mod p) then u1 end if; 

> for i from 1 to m0 do 

C1[i]:=Mesazhi[i]&^u mod p 

end do: 

> for i from 1 to m0 do  

if (C1[i]= C1[i]&^u mod (p-1))then u1 end if 

end do; 

> 

M1:=array([C1[1],C1[2],C1[3],C1[4],C1[5],C

1[6]]); 
M1 := 564931, 2540679, 1293606, 130576, 2365412, 691340[ ]

 
> for i from 1 to m0 do 

C2[i]:=C1[i]&^r mod p  

end do: 

> for i from 1 to m0 do  

if (C2[i]=C2[i]&^u mod (p-1))then u1 end if 

end do; 

> 

M2:=array([C2[1],C2[2],C2[3],C2[4],C2[5],C

2[6]]); 
M2 := 1947166, 1591349, 908338, 1370187, 403391, 1494087[ ]

 
> for i from 1 to m0 do 

C3[i]:=C2[i]&^v mod p 

end do: 

> for i from 1 to m0 do  

if (C3[i]= C3[i]&^u mod (p-1))then u1 end if 

end do; 

> 

M3:=array([C3[1],C3[2],C3[3],C3[4],C3[5],C

3[6]]); 
M3 := 121264, 1182667, 441875, 1873909, 1997570, 886476[ ]

 
> for i from 1 to m0 do 

C4[i]:=C3[i]&^s mod p 

end do: 

> for i from 1 to m0 do  
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if (C4[i]= C4[i]&^u mod (p-1))then u1 end if 

end do; 

> 

M4:=array([C4[1],C4[2],C4[3],C4[4],C4[5],C

4[6]]); 

M4 := 3744, 3542, 4641, 3344, 2732, 3527[ ]
 

> M4_:=map(ne_germa,M4); 
M4_ := KR, IP, TO, GR, AF, IA[ ]

 

 

The following examples, are examples that are generated from maple and Java algorithms that 

avoids the errors listed above in Massey – Omura cryptosystem. 
 

Example 1:  Computations are made over a field by characteristic p=2464621 which, before 

displaying, has passed in all control steps. After that generate the privat key u=1361143 and 

r=1105913 that fulfill all the conditions set out above. One time generated the keys the system 

computes their inverse ensuring that calculations were made by p-1 module to avoid all errors 

listed above.  When the algorithm have calcuated the inverse keys respectively, it compare 

them to avoid all the possible errors listed. If any error is presentet the algorithm indicates the 

type of the error and the way how to avoid it. So we obtain v=748867 and s=2165417. After 

that it begins to calculate the steps of encrypting and decrypting.  

One firstly convert the plaintext into numeric plaintext so alfanumeric plaintext:  

[DA,TA,_S,EC,UR,IT,Y_] 

We obtain the numerical plaintext :  

M=[3027,4627,7845,3129,4744,3546,5178] 

0. At the firs step of the algorithm is calculated  

M1=Mumod p = [1447684, 2092759, 544105, 1184396, 2127421, 664622, 938321] 

1. Then is calculated  2 1 mod mod
r urM M p M p    

M2= [1672507, 1440192, 1486122, 1425848, 1664796, 2087290, 2261580] 

2. The third step is for Alice to unravel the message part of the way by raising to the v-th 

power 3 2 mod mod mod
v urv rM M p M p M p    

M3= [1638815, 2056064, 1100039, 2159749, 1495619, 2014962, 2261580] 

3. At the end the algorithm computes 4 3 mod mod
s rsM M p M p M    

M4 = [3027, 4627, 7845, 3129, 4744, 3546, 5178] 

Converting M4 back again in text message we obtain [DA,TA,_S,EC,UR,IT,Y_] 

NOTE: We have divided the message in block of two letters for the parameters used in this 

example. If one need to encrypt three or more letters at the same time he may just increase the 

parameter p.)   
 

Example 2:  At the same way we created the example 1 we have: 

The algorithm generates: p = 1617943, u = 222307, r  = 487655 

Computes the respectively inverse v = 514501, s = 1284941 

Convert the message from text into numeric:  

[PU,BL,IC,_K,EY,_S,YS,TE,M_] = [4247, 2838, 3529, 7837, 3151, 7845, 5145, 4631, 3978] 

1. M1 = [995317, 1604512, 1054199, 1381626, 73343, 244070, 1554382, 456257, 1310889] 

2. M2 = [662247, 262222, 705307, 1020310, 142724, 225411, 1386640, 75397, 16148] 

3. M3 = [1127249, 977334, 80554, 133410, 1146582, 778, 949612, 192630, 481083] 

4. M4 = [4247, 2838, 3529, 7837, 3151, 7845, 5145, 4631, 3978] 

    M4  = [PU, BL, IC, _K, EY, _S, YS, TE, M_] 
  

Both of them are strong examples because to generate diagnostic examples, every two error 

algorithms have to be different from each other. 

First of all, notice that it is absolutely necessary to use a good signature scheme along with the 

Massey-Omura cryptosystem. Otherwise, any eavedroper E (Evi)  who is not supposed to 
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know the message M could pretend to be Bob at the first step of the cryptosystem algorithm. 

Not knowing that an intruder was using his own r’, she would proceed to raise to the v and 

make it possible for Eve to read the message.  

This is one of the reasons for requiring that communicating through chipertext  throwght this 

kriptosistem become  in real time. So both parties that participate have to be online during 

communication. Without this assumption, the scheme is not secure. 

An other way to secure the comunication is that, the message 2 1 mod mod
r urM M p M p   

from Bob to Alice must be accompanied by some authentification, i.e., some message in some 

signature scheme which only Bob could have sent. 

To avoid interference of eavedroper Evi at the first step of communication between Alice and 

Bob, could also use an  enhancement of  Massey – Omura cryptosystem like  EMO1 or EMO2 

[3]. Theese one rather than an enhancement can be seen as a simultaneous action of EMO1 

and RSA cryptosystem which may be presented in an other presentation. Basically there is a 

selection of a not prime public key for which is difficult to factorize in two prime numbers. 

And then are followed the Massey – Omura cryptosystem steps. 

 

3. RSA 
Public Key Generation 

Generate two prime intigers p and q. Compute .  

Choose an integer e, 1 < e < , such that gcd(e, ) = 1.  

Encoding Algorithm[5] 

Given: modulus n = pq, public exponent ,and message . 

Find: cyphertext C = M e mod n. 

Method: find C = M e mod n, preferably by fast modular exponentiation. 

Decoding Algorithm[5] 

Given: modulus n = pq, public exponent , and ciphertext C = M e mod n. 

Find: M = Ce mod n, where d = e-1 mod φ(n). 

Method: factorise n, to find p and q; calculate φ(n) = (p - 1)(q - 1); find d = e-1 mod φ(n) using 

the Extended Euklidian Algorithm; and find M = Cd mod n, preferably by fast modular 

exponentiation. 

Errors that the Maple algoritme have to nutralize:  

(a) Compute  instead of  

(b) Chose the integer e, 1 < e < n, such that gcd(e,n) = 1. 

(c) use φ(n) instead of n as the modulus for Message or Code exponentiation; 

(d) use n - 1 instead of n as the modulus for Message or Code exponentiation; 

(e) When representing a message as digits sometimes is taken A-Z=1-26 and other times 

A-Z=0-25 on representing the same message. 

(f) use n - 1 instead of φ(n) as the modulus when finding e-1; 

(g) use n instead of φ(n) as the modulus when finding e-1; 

(h) use e instead of d;[2] 
(i)  one can compute the code C as C=M e mod n or can compute the message as 

M=C e mod n 
(d) negate the inverse e-1; 

(e) swap the modulus and d when computing d-1 

 (so, with modulus φ(n), the student finds φ(n) - 1 mod d instead of d-1 mod φ(n); 

(f) use φ(n) instead of n as the modulus for exponentiation; 

(g) use n - 1 instead of n as the modulus for exponentiation. 
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The errors trated on Massey – Omura cryptosystems are not analiticaly presented but are 

declared in the Maple algorithm. 

 

> restart; 

`crypt/alphabet` := 

`abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz` 

||`ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ` 

||```1234567890-=~!@#$£%^&*()_+` 

||` ,./<>?;':"[]{}|    `: 

> ne_numra := proc(st, string)  

local ll, nn, ss, ii;   

ll := length(st); 

if ll = 0 then RETURN(0) fi;  

nn := 1; 

for ii to ll do  

ss := SearchText(substring(st, ii .. 

ii),`crypt/alphabet`); 

nn := 100*nn + ss  

od; 

nn - 10^(2*ll)  

end: 

> ne_germa := proc(nn, integer)  

local ss, mm, ll, pp, ii, ans; mm := nn; 

ll := floor(1/2*trunc(evalf(log10(mm))))+1; 

ans := ``; for ii to ll do mm := mm/100; 

pp := 100*frac(mm); 

ss := substring(`crypt/alphabet`, pp..pp); 

ans := cat(ss, ans); mm := trunc(mm) 

od; ans end: 

> with(numtheory): 

with(RandomTools):with(linalg): 
Warning, the protected name order has been redefined 

and unprotected 

Warning, the protected names norm and trace have 

been redefined and unprotected 

> rg:=2^15:phi(rg); 
16384

 
> p:=Generate(posint(range=rg)): if 

(type(p,prime))  then  p  else 

Çelës_tjeter_privat end if;  
32611

 
> q:=Generate(posint(range=rg)): if 

(type(p,prime))  then  q  else 

Çelës_tjeter_privat end if; 
7241

 
> n:=p*q; #celesi privat 

n := 236136251
 

> n1:=phi(n); 
n1 := 217573920

 
> e:=Generate(posint(range=n1));  

e1:=jep_nje_çelës_tjeter_e: 
e := 118269623

 
> if (gcd(e,n1)=1) then d:=modp((1/e),n1) 

else e1 end if; 
d := 107283047

 
> if (gcd(e,n1)<>1 or gcd(e,n)<>1 or gcd(e,n-

1)<>1 or d=modp((1/e),n-1) ) then e1 end if; 

> if (d=modp((1/e),n) or e=d or (e,p)=1 or 

(e,q)=1 

> if (gcd(n1,e)=1) then n2:=modp((1/e),d)  

end if: 

> 

TekstiHapur:=Array([ALG,EBR,A_A,ND_,G

EO,MET,RY_]): 

> Mesazhi:=map(ne_numra,TekstiHapur); 

 

> m0:=ArrayNumElems(TekstiHapur): 

> for i from 1 to m0 do 

C1[i]:=Mesazhi[i]&^e mod n 

end do: 

> for i from 1 to m0 do  

if (C1[i]= C1[i]&^d mod (n1) or 

C1[i]=C1[i]&^n2)then e1 end if 

end do; 

> 

C:=array([C1[1],C1[2],C1[3],C1[4],C1[5],C1

[6],C1[7]]); 

 

> for i from 1 to m0 do 

C2[i]:=C1[i]&^d mod n  

end do: 

> for i from 1 to m0 do  

if (C2[i]=C2[i]&^e mod n1)then u1 end if 

end do; 

> 

M:=array([C[1],C[2],C[3],C2[4],C2[5],C2[6],

C2[7]]): 

> M2_:=map(ne_germa,M2); 
M2_ := ALG, EBR, A_A, ND_, GEO, MET, RY_[ ]
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4. Zero – knowledge protocols 

Research in zero-knowledge proofs has been motivated by authentication systems where one 

party (the prover = Alice) wants to prove its identity to a second party (verifier = Bob) via 

some secret information (such as a password) but doesn't want the second party to learn 

anything about this secret. The verifier cannot learn anything from the protocol. This is called 

a "zero-knowledge proof of knowledge". However, a password is typically too small or 

insufficiently random to be used in many schemes for zero-knowledge proofs of knowledge. 

A zero-knowledge password proof is a special kind of zero-knowledge proof of knowledge 

that addresses the limited size of passwords. 

Some Real-World Applications of zero-knowledge protocols are in 

1. Network Authentications 

2. Smart Cards. If one can change his Smart Card’s code, it means that the verifier does 

not know the code. 

3. Key Exchanges. As in Massey – Omura algorithm we can see that during all the 

communication, the parties do not have information about each – other Keys, we can 

say that it is based on a ZK protocol during interaction and M-O can be used to 

exchange the Keys of other symmetric cryptosystems. 

4. Digital Signatures 

Advantages of Zero-Knowledge Protocols: 

• Secured – Not requiring the revelation of one’s secret. 

• Simple – Does not involve complex encryption methods. 

Disadvantages of Zero-Knowledge Protocols: 

• Limited – Secret must be numerical, otherwise a translation is needed.  

• Lengthy – There are 2k computations, each computation requires a certain amount of 

running time. 

• Imperfect – The Malice can still intercept the transmission (i.e. messages to the 

Verifier or the Prover might be modified or destroyed). 

 

4. 1. Fiat-Shamir  protocol 

The goal of the Fiat-Shamir protocol is to allow one party to prove knowledge of s to the other 

party in m executions.   

The prover cannot cheat the verifier 

If Alice doesn't know the secret, she can only succeed with a great amount of good luck. After 

several rounds of the protocol, the odds of an impostor passing as legitimate can be made as 

low as necessary. 

The protocols are also cut and choose, i.e. the first time the prover fails, Bob knows Alice is 

not legitimate. So, with each round of the protocol, the certainty gets better and better.  

The protocols can be made to work even if the odds of a guess passing are high; you just need 

more rounds in the protocol. 

This is a probabilistic protocol with a probability of 2-m for an adversary to cheat the verifier. 

Ones cannot hope to cheat the other party for a bigger number of protocol steps executions   

Since Fiat-Shamir is run for m = 50 to 60 executions, the probability for an adversary to cheat 

the verifier for all executions of m is very small ( 2-50=0.8881784197*10-15).  Fiat-Shamir is a 

3 pass protocol that depends on the difficulty of factoring because the difficulty of using the 

Chinese remainder theorem. [7] 
 

4. 2. Errors to be avoided 

For generating strong examples or diagnostically examples and exercises, we have created a 

maple algorithm that avoids generating the wrong keys or parameters for which the protocol is 

at risk from possible eavesdropper and also avoid coming at the right answer following the 
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wrong method for some errors that students usually do. The algorithm avoids the steps 

described below: 

One has to choose a public key n such that its canonical form is achieved from multiplying 

two prime factors. 

1. The private key s have to be chosen such that it is respectively prime to the module n. 

2. s2 mod n≠ s2mod n-1   to avoid the error that computations will be done at the same 

way as in Massey - Omura or other cryptographic algorithms where the module is a 

prime number p so the φ(p)=p-1 

3. s2 mod n≠ s2mod φ(n)   to avoid the error that computations will be done at the same 

way as in RSA or other cryptographic algorithms where key calculations are done 

module φ(n). 

4.  to avoid the case where 

 

5. r≠s to avoid the key detection during the algorithm steps execution. 

6.   or equal  because if  then s2 r2≡r2 mod n 

considering that (r,n)=1 which would lead to the conclusion that 

   thus enabling everyone to behold the 

possibility of authentication (unfairly)  

 

package protocol; 

import java.util.Random; 

/* @author Dolantina 

 */ 

public class FSH { 

     public static void 

main(String[] args) 

{ 

    Random nr=new Random(); 

   int p=gjeneroP();  

   int q=gjeneroQ();int  

    n=p*q;  

   int r=gjeneroR(n); 

   int s=gjeneroS(n); 

   int v,v1,v2;  

   int fi=(p-1)*(q-1); 

v=(s*s)%n;   

   v1=(s*s)%(n-1); 

v2=(s*s)%fi; 

  if (v==v1) 

  { 

System.out.println("Avoiding:

Calculation mod n must be 

equal to mod n-1" 

  ); 

      s=gjeneroS(n);} 

  if (v==v2) 

  { 

System.out.println("Avoiding:

Calculation mod n must be 

equal to mod  φ(n) " 

  ); 

      s=gjeneroS(n); } 

  if (v==1) 

  { s=gjeneroS(n); } 

  if (r<Math.sqrt(n)) 

  {       

System.out.println("Avoiding: 

the case where y^2=r^2∙s^2  

mod (n-1)"); 

      r=gjeneroR(n); 

  } 

  if ((r*s)<Math.sqrt(n)) 

  {      

System.out.println("Avoiding: 

the case where y^2=r^2 mod 

(n-1)"); 

      r=gjeneroR(n); 

  } 

  if(r==s) 

  { 

      

System.out.println("Avoiding: 

the key detection during the 

algorithm steps exevutation"); 

      r=gjeneroR(n);  

  } 

  int ya=(r*r) % n; 

  int ya1=(r*r) %(n-1); 

  int ya2=(r*r)%fi; 

  if (ya==ya1) 

  {  

System.out.println("Avoiding:

Calculation mod n must be 

equal to mod n-1"); 

      r=gjeneroR(n);  

  } 

  if (ya==ya2) 

  {  

System.out.println("Avoiding:

Calculation mod n must be 

equal to mod  φ(n) "); 

      r=gjeneroR(n); 

  } 

  int y0=(r*v)*(r*v) % n; 

  int y01=(r*v)*(r*v) %(n-1); 

  int y02=(r*v)*(r*v)%fi; 

  if (y0==y01) 

  {    

System.out.println("Avoiding:

Calculation mod n must be 

equal to mod n-1"); 

      r=gjeneroR(n);   

  } 

  if (y0==y02) 

  {  

      

System.out.println("Avoiding:
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Calculation mod n must be 

equal to mod φ(n) "); 

      r=gjeneroR(n); 

  } 

  int y=r*r %n; 

  if(y!=ya) 

  {   

      r=gjeneroR(n);   

  } 

    else   

  { 

System.out.println("Successfu

l Authentication");  

  } 

  int y1=(r*v)*(r*v) % n; 

  if (y1!=y0) 

  {  

      r=gjeneroR(n);} else 

{System.out.println("Successf

ul Authentication");  

  }  

System.out.println("Calculatio

ns made on mod "+n); 

   System.out.println("The 

nandom number s is "+s); 

   System.out.println("The 

nandom number r is "+r); 

}      

public static int gjeneroQ() 

{ 

    int a; 

 

System.out.println("Generatin

g Q "); 

   Random nr=new Random(); 

a=nr.nextInt(); boolean 

iThjeshte=NrThjeshte(a); 

   if(!iThjeshte) 

       a=gjeneroQ(); 

   return a; 

} 

public static int gjeneroR(int 

n) 

{  

    int a; 

System.out.println("Generatin

g  R ");  Random nr=new 

Random(); 

   a=nr.nextInt();    int 

gcd=gcd(a,n); 

   if(gcd!=1) 

     a=gjeneroR(n); 

   return a; 

} 

public static int gjeneroP() 

{  

    int a; 

System.out.println("Generatin

g P"); 

    Random nr=new Random(); 

   a=nr.nextInt(); 

    boolean 

iThjeshte=NrThjeshte(a); 

    if(!iThjeshte) 

        a=gjeneroP(); 

   return a; 

} 

public static int gjeneroS(int 

n) 

{  

    int a; 

 

System.out.println("Generatin

g P "); 

    Random nr=new Random(); 

   a=nr.nextInt(); 

    int gcd=gcd(a,n); 

   if(gcd!=1) 

     a=gjeneroS(n); 

   return a; 

} 

public static boolean 

NrThjeshte(int d) 

{ boolean result=true; 

      int x=d; 

      while(x>0) 

      {if (d % x==0 && x!=d 

&& x!=1) 

          {result = false; 

        break;} 

            x--; 

      } 

        return result; 

 } 

 

public static int gcd(int a, int 

b) 

{ 

   if (b==0) return a; 

   return gcd(b,a%b); 

} 
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One view of running Fiat-Shamir protocol in JAVA algorithm is shown in the figure below 

where is presented a strong example. 

 
Example 1: For n= 14953578,    s=1181076577,    r=2022308407    From y calculations  we 

have obtained the  Successful authentication. 

Example 2: For the same values of n= 14953578, and s=1181076577,  If someone chooses 

another value of r than the message displayed will be:  

Generating R because the system cannot accept a value of r for which the authentication is not 

successful. 

 

An executed java algorithm example to generate a strong or diagnostic example is showned 

below : 

run: 

Generating P 

Generating Q  

Generating R  

Generating R  

Generating P  

Avoiding: Calculation 

mod n must be equal 

to mod n-1 

Generating P  

Generating P  

Avoiding: Calculation 

mod n must be equal 

to mod n-1 

Generating R  

Generating R  

Calculations made on 

mod 1092723984 

The random number s 

is 2040263 

The random number r 

is 340056637 
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The JAVA algorithm is generated on NetBeans IDE 7.2.1 

 
5. Conclusions 

To generate strong (diagnostic) examples and exercices, we have created Maple algorithms 

and JAVA algorithms that avoid generating the wrong  keys or parameters for wich the 

cryptosystem is at risc from possible eavesdropper and also avoid coming at the wright 

answer following the wrong method for some errors that students usually do. In princip the 

algorithms make possible to generate exercices who do not allow any of the  cases described 

in each of cryptosystems and protocols presented above to be possible during the system 

steps calculation.  

The meaning of this work is not only to generate strong or diagnostic examples and exercices 

but also to considerate possible parameter values that makes those cryptosystems more secure 

and more efficient.  

Following this idea it is possible to generate strong or diagnostic examples not only in public 

cryptography but alsow in symetric or quantum cryptography. This idea can be implementit 

in other disiplines too. For example in generating financial mathemati exercices or micro 

economy exercices. Etc... 
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Abstract 

Systems that perform continuous and discrete behavior while interacting with other 

entities are called hybrid systems. There are many examples of hybrid systems, and we are 

depending on their behavior in almost every area of our daily activity. That is why it is of 

great importance to us to define their behavior, in accordance with our needs and 

requirements. We are thus interested in developing modeling techniques for hybrid 

systems. Modeling of hybrid systems should have the instruments to represent the 

continuous components of a hybrid system, as well as the discrete ones. 

Process algebras are computational modeling techniques that prove to be suitable for 

representing hybrid systems. By their means we are able to build models of such systems, 

and simulate their behaviors.  

In this work we will focus on the modeling of a chosen hybrid system with a suitable 

process algebra. 

 

Keywords: hybrid systems, system modeling, process algebra, biological systems, 

simulation. 

 

1. Introduction 

Hybrid systems are dynamical systems whose behavior is defined by processes and entities 

that have different characteristics [1]. In this work we are interested in hybrid systems that 

involve the interaction of discrete and continuous entities. Changes in discrete states occur 

only due to discrete events. Continuous states might change values either when an event 

occurs or continuously in time, following a differential equation. Hybrid systems include both 

dynamics: continuous flows (time-driven) and discrete events. These dynamics might 

influence the evolution of each other making the analysis and the design of hybrid systems 

generally more complicated than that of only discrete or only continuous systems. It is the 

discrete part that decides that the whole system switches to another set of control rules, if 

certain predefined conditions are met. Consequently, the continuous part will work according 

to the new rules [1]. 

Hybrid systems have applications in many areas mainly because of their ability to reduce 

complexity. They combine models of dynamic processes with different levels of abstractions. 

For example, the complex task of dealing with a set of non-linear equations may be 

simplified by choosing sets of proper linear equations and decide to switch between these 

models that are simpler [2]. Hybrid systems are mainly used in the following areas: 

• air traffic management: the air traffic controller uses a finite set of operations like 

the speed change, short cut and detour to make sure that the aircraft fly in a space 

without conflicts by meeting their dynamics and other relevant constraints [3]  

• chemical process control: the continuous process of producing chemical 

substances during reactions is controlled by valves or pumps which serve to keep 

the temperature at certain levels [3]. 

• robotics: behavior of a manipulator follows continuous dynamics, but several 

outer impacts cause discrete changes in its behavior [3]. 

• communication networks: a communication network is a natural discrete event 

driven system. The main events are the arrival of a package, the sending of a 
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valine transaminase iLvE 

valine-pyruvate aminotransferase avtA 

cysteine desulfurase iscS 

package, or the loss of a package over the network. These events change the states 

of the buffers and nodes as they occur. Even though the concept of this system is 

trivial, the huge number of packages and the complex control protocols and traffic 

models make its analysis quite impossible. But the high volume of packages can 

be used to replace the event-driven process of queuing with processes that follow 

time-driven dynamics. Several events related to the movement of single packages 

over a certain time period are aggregated together into a single ’representative’ 

event associated with a rate change. The hybrid system in this case consists of the 

abstraction of the discrete event system which plays the role of the continuous part 

while the discrete component consists of events that trigger transitions from one 

flow to another [4]. 

• Biological systems: The normal models that biologists often create for biological 

systems usually include only continuous dynamics. While the continuous behavior 

is present in these type of systems, a totally continuous model would be too large 

and complex to simulate and analyze. On the other hand, a fully discrete model 

would not be completely realistic and would fail to describe important 

information. That is why a hybrid model would provide the bases for a more 

complete, realistic, and scalable analysis of biological systems. 

Hybrid systems have a compositional structure. They consists of several subcomponents 

which can be composed to give the whole system. This property makes process algebras a 

powerful modeling tool for this class of systems. Process algebras are a formal approach for 

modeling concurrent systems by describing interactions, communications and 

synchronizations of individual components or processes. Several process algebras have been 

introduced for hybrid systems. They include APChssrt [5], hybrid χ [6], HyPa [7], and φ-

calculus [8].  

These algebras differ in their syntax, semantics and description of non continuous behavior 

but they are all similar in the approach they follow to describe the continuous part of the 

system. They require a set of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) that define the 

comportment of every subcomponent. The ODEs are strictly defined in the syntax of the 

process algebra and should be given before the model is constructed.  

Process algebra of interest for this study is those equipped with beta binders components, as 

defined in [9]. These components allow computational representation of interactions in 

hybrid systems. Hybrid system chosen for the purposes of this study is a biological one: 

reactions network for biosynthesis of alanine in E-coli. 

 

2. Modeling of pathways 

Pathways (network of reactions taking place in nature during biosynthesis of elements) are 

systems that display continuous behavior, yet affected by factors that are discrete in nature. 

Pathways are classified as hybrid systems. The biosynthesis of alanine in E-coli is performed 

as a pathway, consisting of three main chains of reactions [10]. These reactions are: 

Alanine Biosynthesis I 

 

2-keto-isovalerate + L-glutamate   <------------------------>   L-valine + 2-ketoglutarate 

 

 

pyruvate + L-valine < ----------------------------------------> L-alanine + 2-keto-isovalerate  

Alanine Biosynthesis II 
L-cysteine + a protein L-cysteine < ----------------> L-alanine + protein-S-sulfanylcysteine 
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glutamate-pyruvate aminotransferase alaB 

dadX,  Alanine racemase alr 

(x : t_kivr_ilve_mod) 

Alanine Biosynthesis III 

 

L-glutamate + pyruvate < -----------------------------------------> 2-ketoglutarate + L-alanine 

Interconversion of L-alanine to D-alanine: 

 

L-alanine < -------------------------------- > D-alanine 

Our aim is to model these reactions in the process algebra equipped with beta binders, so that 

their behavior can be simulated computationally. 

The reactions above listed can be modeled as multisubstrate enzymatic reactions, i.e. as 

reaction of the type: 

E + S1 <--> ES1 --> E'P1 --> E' + P1  + E + P2 <-- EP2 <-- E'S2 <--> S2 

In this context, the model for such reaction is the parallel composition of the boxes (as 

defined in [11]): 

 

 

 

 

The boxes stand for bio-processes, and model the species present in the biological system. 

The pi-processes model their behaviour in terms of message exchange, by communicating via 

channels.  

In this context, our reactions would be modelled as: 

2-keto-isovalerate + L-glutamate   <------------------------>   L-valine + 2-ketoglutarate 

 

 

 

 

 

let b_ilve : bproc = #(x,t_ilve_nat_glut)[ rep ep?().p_b_ilve_mod | p_b_ilve_mod ];  (1) 

let b_glut : bproc = #(x,t_glut_ilve_nat)[ x!().ch(x,t_kgr).nil ];    (2) 

let b_kivr : bproc = 

(x,t_kivr_ilve_mod)[x!().ch(x,t_val).x!().ch(x,t_ala).x!().ch(x,t_dala).nil];  (3) 

The bio-process b_ilve models the enzyme of this reaction, i.e. valine transaminase eLvE It 

has a binder of type t_ilve_nat_glut. The bio-process b_glut models the substrate L-

glutamate. It has one binder of type t_glut_ilve_nat. The bio-process b_kivr models the 

second substrate of the reaction, i.e. 2-keto-isovalerate, which has one binder of type 

t_kivr_ilve_mod. 

The pi-processes for the enzyme (b_ilve) are as follows: 

let p_b_ilve_res : pproc = x?().ch(x,t_ilve_nat_glut).ep!().nil;    (4) 

let p_b_ilve_mod : pproc = x?().ch(x,t_ilve_mod_kivr).p_b_ilve_res;   (5) 

 

The affinities are: 

(t_glut_ilve_nat,t_ilve_nat_glut,1.,1.,1.), 

(t_kivr_ilve_mod,t_ilve_mod_kivr,1.,1.,1.), 

(t_kgr,t_ilve_mod_kivr,0.,1.,0.), 

(t_val,t_ilve_nat_glut,0.,1.,0.) 

 

 

!e? ().Enzyme|Enzyme 

(x : E1) 

Substrate1 

(x :S1) 

Substrate2 

(x : S2) 

b_ilve 
(x : t_ilve_nat_glut) 

b_glut 

(x : t_glut_ilve_nat) 
b_kivr 
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valine-pyruvate aminotransferase avtA 

The second reaction, 

 

pyruvate + L-valine < ----------------------------------------> L-alanine + 2-keto-isovalerate 

, is also a multisubstrate reaction. The first substrate for enzyme avtA is pyruvate, and the 

second one is the L-valine that was produced on the first reaction. We define the enzyme and 

the first substrate as the bio-processes: 

let b_avta : bproc = #(x,t_avta_nat_pyr)[ rep ep?().p_b_avta_mod | p_b_avta_mod ]; (6) 

let b_pyr : bproc = #(x,t_pyr_avta_nat)[ x!().ch(x,t_kivr).nil ];          (7) 

 

And the pi-processes: 

let p_b_avta_res : pproc = x?().ch(x,t_avta_nat_pyr).ep!().nil;    (8) 

let p_b_avta_mod : pproc = x?().ch(x,t_avta_mod_val).p_b_avta_res;   (9) 

 

 

 

 

 

The enzyme b_avta complexes with the substate b_pyr because of the affinity between 

t_avta_nat_pyr and t_pyr_avta_nat. The substrate changes its binder type to t_kivr and the 

enzyme changes it to type b_avta_mod. These two types have the complexing affinity equal 

to 0 and the decomplexing affinity equal to one. They decomplex, and at this point we obtain 

the first product of the reaction that is 2-keto-isovalerate. The binder type that the b_avta 

enzyme has has complexing affinity with the b_kivr binder (representing the L-valine at this 

point) equal to 1. So, the enzyme and L-valine form a complex, inter-communicate and then 

the enzyme changes its binder type to the initial state, t_avta_nat_pyr, whereas the b_kivr 

changes to t_ala (see reaction 3). The complexing affinity between the two binders now is 

equal to 0 and the decomplexing one equal to 1, hence, b_kivr and b_avta decomplex. We 

obtain in this way, the complete model of the first pathway of biosynthesis of L-alanine. 

The second pathway (Alanine Biosynthesis II) is modelled as another multisubstrate 

enzymatic reaction. The second product of the reaction is L-alanine and is added to the 

amount produced in the first pathway. The bio-processes are as follows: 

let b_iscs : bproc = #(x,t_iscs_nat_plcys)[ rep ep?().p_b_iscs_mod | p_b_iscs_mod ];(10) 

let b_plcys : bproc = #(x,t_plcys_iscs_nat)[ x!().ch(x,t_psulf).nil ];  (11) 

let b_cys : bproc = #(x,t_cys_iscs_mod)[ x!().ch(x,t_ala).x!().ch(x,t_dala).nil ]; (12) 

 

And the pi-processes for the b_iscs (cysteine desulfurase) are: 

let p_b_iscs_res : pproc = x?().ch(x,t_iscs_nat_plcys).ep!().nil;   (13) 

let p_b_iscs_mod : pproc = x?().ch(x,t_iscs_mod_cys).p_b_iscs_res;  (14) 

 

 

 

 

 

After the enzyme and the second substrate (L-cysteine) decompose, b_cys changes its binder 

to t_ala type. In this way we model the reaction to add its product, to the L-alanine amount 

that the first pathway produces. 

The third pathway is modelled in a manner similar to the second one. 

The final phase consists of transformation of the L-alanine to D-alanine, in the presence of 

the alanine racemase enzyme. It is a modelled as a simple enzymatic reaction. The bio and pi 

processes are: 

b_avta 

(x : t_avta_nat_py) 

b_pyr 

(x : t_pyr_avta_nat) 

b_kivr 

(x : t_val) 

b_iscs 

(x : iscs_nat_plcys) 

b_plcys 

(x : t_plcys_iscs_nat) 

b_cys 

(x : t_ cys_iscs_mod) 
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let b_alr : bproc = #(x,t_alr_ala)[ rep x?().nil ];     (15) 

let b_dala : bproc = #(x,t_dala) [ nil ];      (16) 

let p_b_alab_res : pproc = x?().ch(x,t_alab_nat_glut).ep!().nil;   (17) 

let p_b_alab_mod : pproc = x?().ch(x,t_alab_mod_pyr).p_b_alab_res;  (18) 

 

The b_dala bio-process represents the final product, i.e. the D-alanine produced. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

4. Conclusions and future work 

Hybrid systems are systems that show discrete and continuous behaviour in their life cycle. 

Biological systems are hybrid systems instances of interest.  

In this study we focused on the modelling of the reactions’ network – pathways that perform 

the biosynthesis of alanine in E-coli. We used the process algebra with beta binders to 

represent the building blocks of such reactions, and their interactions. Having built a 

computational model of the reactions network, we are able to simulate the reactions, and 

study their behaviour computationally, provided that we have the tools that implement and 

run the model. 

The model defined the reactions network selected in this paper shall be simulated in the Beta 

Workbench environment[11]. Simulation will allow study of quantitative combinations of 

parameters of  the reactions (concentration, etc), and effects of changes in these parameters, 

thus the studying of the dynamics of the system. 
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